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The Grey Collection of mediaeval manuscrips held the L ... ."LL ... ' 

National Library in Town is a resource for mediaeval scholars in 

South and African Continent This study involves an examination 

of one particular Old French illuminated secular manuscript, nanlely MS 

Grey 4 c a fourteenth century copy of the poem Le Roman de la 

It nH"' ...... understand relationship illuminations and the 

to uniq ue features its .uLllua"' ....... and 

p,.Llu .... n.." as well as including a codicological description of the 

manuscript. 

Although the author was able to view other Roman la Rose manuscripts 

John Rylands Library, the 

not ..... "" ........ ..., detailed comparisons ,.., ...... ,"" .... ,.....,. and the 

dissertation conlll1l!~S e-n1ennol1e<1 manuscript in the 

Collection of the South National Library, 
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]P)]RE1FA(CE 

_111111111111 '--HE SOUTH AFRICAN LIBRARY IN 

CAPE TOWN HAS UNIQ.UE 

TREASURE OF llll!) EUROPEAN 

a collection to be found. As a student 

therefore. I feel it a privilege and a duty to avail 1'1'""'':''-' of a rare 

opportunity on an manuscript instead 

studying secondary sources. course for which I am IS, 

speaking, concerned with mediaeval English studies, the Grey Collection 

does not include any mediaeval .LJ .... iEi-' .. "'.I..I. manuscripts. Most are in 

Latin· , are ill .................... , Dutch or H..-...,nr-" Since one of the French 

manuscripts is a fourteenth Ce!ltwv copy poem, Roman de Rose, 

a poem n ................... has nu(m.cc~a countless English 'l1trM·t ... ~ from inception in 

the thirteenth century. I felt ....., .. u .............. in choosing this manuscript to ill 

part fulfilment of the course in Mediaeval Studies. 
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n~iosl \1A 1105 eootl"Aires chosos 

.f,os fOl)t 1105 Austns ,10505 

et qui (uoo 00 voust lIoffol"Oir 

tlJo lAutro lUI doiht souvonir 

/Z)u 1A pOUI" miUo 11)toot100 
-.JYi mOtrA lIofimtioo 

CAr q\u1/11GS 1100", OA eOgo1s5Aoeo 

,.5A 1l 0, mottrA fI1fforooeo 

,.5Aos qui 01' pouh vomr 0\01 plAeo 

,.2)iffinition que 100 fAeG' (n. 21;7;-82) 

Thus things go by one is the gloss of the other. If one wl!.llf.s to ddine one of the pair, he 
must remember the other. or be will neva, !my intention. assign 11 definition to it for be who has 00 

understatllding of1he two will never undmiand the diffaence between them. and without this difference no 
one may CAW come to anything. 

3 
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][ 

--he de lil [s perhaps the 

best known veJC"nacular allegorlcal 

~""""""'T"of 

a gJreat: infiuelmce on )[t was 

begun 

from 

France. 

part was 

line 

provides 

1230, purportedly by Guillaume de Lorris, who came 

"" ............. village of Lorris on Loire River 

had completed lines before he 

received even ... aT ........ "" the continuation. 

Orleans in Northern 

1237. This 

followed a 

conclusion but is known ori~ and it 

the barest dramatisation. Some forty years later Jean 

Meun, born in village of ................ ::;. on the Loire, ........... , ....... to write a 

amplification of approximately 17 ~OOO lines. He had anen(lC~ the University 

of Paris was a scholar!> a prclf~;s10inal translator The 
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have little common: 
5 

first celebrates courtly love, urn,,,,,",,,12c:.! the 

second reflects the interests tastes of a later generation. Of the three 

hundred copies one omits the continuation of de 

Meun but even that manuscript its own continuation. In fact, 1'nI:.Wft7 

volumes contain not only Jean de Mewfs continuation, but also other 

anonymous continuateurs.:3 This may Qnni~QT' to lead to the conclusion that 

the section was regarded as unfinished the start. 

least one scholar argues that it was originally intended to be complete 

although open-ended (a common strategy in mediaeval courtly lyrics).-4 

The courtly convention had origin in the 

by the troubadours Languedoc in Southern 

spread to Chretien Troyes and other poets in Northern France. It is a 

philosophy of love which includes an elaborate code governing relations 

of aristocratic lovers. courtly idealises and idolises beloved, 

and subjects himself to her every whim. But whereas the earlier poetry 

dealt with the knightly adventures of romance heroes, the first section the 

Roman established a new 

Lewis. 
lmoge, 

of 

W~L,~~~~~~~~~~~ 
l,p. 7 . 

poem repr~en1Jng. 

.4 Spearin& AC....n~~!!!d.J~!Il.!S~ P .199 and Buit. D .. Sdf..fuffiIJIDg Pmphedes. pp. 174-5 
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of a dream or vision~ an allegorical symbolical world in which the 

events typically reflect the experience of love. 

of the poem shows the "" .... ,:u. ... E.,'-' subject: instead of wars 

this romance is about a rose. 'hero' a dreamer who recounts 

in the first person; IS no Rather there 

heroine's character which is distributed personifications. 

smce its inception~ the Roman la Rose has stirred 

& ...... '~' ......... n"' .. 4 of its 

read yet others a 

on society and it was not until the 

debate~ or "querelle" Among those who analcKe~O it was 

Christine de Pisan in 1 m to the God of 

Gerson denounced the Roman as "pernicious and immoral": it degraded 

women and made vice If he had the only copy in and it 

were 1,000 would not hesitate to it to the flames: 

the fire, lIS But Roman 

his free-ranging de Montreuil" that do 

without his shirt than this 6 By the end of the century it had 

5 

6 
Tuchman, 
Ibid. 

~=~~~.4S0. 
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been translated' 
7 

~-J"'---'--' Italian and Dutch, and it was one of the few 

mediaeval literary ~11""T"1£"" m the vernacular to be printed in both 1-.t+,"'..,."...11-h 

and sixteenth-century editions. It 

not only in ... D .... /~... but in the rest of m 

England. 7 

is evidence f(or.n.an de la Rose a 

the poem were in libraries of institutions and of the 

onmnne.8 Two copies belonged to deBeny9 

v""'J.'vJ."!'" ......... to a Massiot Rouen, who bought his copy in 

1 called and that if he 

it finder who returns it to him shall be rewarded with a good pot of 

wine. 10 There is a mediaeval note, attached to a manuscript with a 

gloss, which that its a in Senlis, had 

it for a Roman 11 interpolations 

the Roman was in a scholarly However, it is 

that Roman de la reached an even audience than the 

1 The Romaunt of the Rose is a translation of tile Roman de la which although 
ascribed to cannot with any M>ri •• inht be stlributed to him. scholam have found much 
evidence of the Romcm de la Rose's direct in seve.m1 ather of Chaucer's works, mch Wi1 the Parlemant 

10 

II 

The Romance ofthe Rose and its Medieval Readers. p. 10. 
Hamel, C., p. 152: JD8l5. fro 380 and 12595. 
Ibid: Paris, B.N."ms. fr. 2195. 
Ibid: Paris., Bibliotheque de Ste-GEnevieve (ms. 75) 
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aristocracy, clergy or merchant class. Many Roman manuscripts are 

relatively shabby. Sandra Hindman noticed the same condition in works by 

Chretien de Troyes ug~{eS1ts this is due to . extended use not just by 

one literate aristocratic owner!) but by many persons in his household or even 

by many other people in the feudal domain who were unable to 12 

Fleming has pointed out that illuminated manuscripts of the Middle 

were more than merely decorative since the artist often attempted 'to weave 

text and gloss into one fabrie. 13 The social messages, therefore, 

contained in the sub-text of the illustrations couId be understood by entire 

of individuals in H.,.?· ....... t- social classes society. The Roman 

de la Rose, although not shabby, certainly bears . of great use. 

though there is evidence from the twelfth century and before, that 

literary themes provided inspiration for artists, illumination of French 

manuscripts does not until just the middle of the 

thirteenth century, with emenzenc:e of the lay this 

. had more and wealthier patrons arts than any other city in 

Europe. 14 Not only were these king and his court, but also they 

numbered those in religious institutions in and around the city, the university 

Hindman, 8., ~l!&!l~ITJ!!!~ 
J.V .• ~~~~~~ 

Branner, .M!!~~~!!!!&ru!!l!.Q!!!!~~~Q.[§;!::.1:f~p.l. 
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9 

and its students and the middle class burghers. The massive demand for 

manuscripts led to the .. "",.. ... ,;:. .. 'a...u.>:lIc:LW .... 'U. of their production. They were no 

longer only the province prC)le5'S10.naJ laymen specialised 

m vanous who hired out their labour. Parchment was prepared 

sold by the box: professional scribes (or students) copied the texts; 

rubricators and illuminators added the initials and illustrations; the gatherings 

were by binders. Ink and gold could purchased ready made, 

though probably ground their own 1S some 

employed men from ..... ",:),1 ..... "" to copy and ..... ,u .... u<.>.,,"" texts. 

Moreover, the rapid deVelopment of universities, as well as the expansion of 

the Franciscan and Dominican mendicant orders who were charged to travel 

~V""'l.JU, led prominence of the trade of bookseller, to the 

,-'"<.,.",,,,rrr whereby university-approved t:> ..... "" ............. were 

divided into sections, they were hired out by COTn.' ....... to for 

. 16 copymg. 

Numerous expensively illuminated manuscript copies were made, and 

the choice of passages for illustration remained relatively 

unchanged, the styles varied. The earlier thirteenth century miniatures 

15 

16 
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....... u, ... ..., ..... to be '';''''''J.J.~''''''''. unadorned representations which became more 

ornate, The fourteenth century manuscript, for example, has a 

relatively incipit illumination marginal decoration no 

further marginal illustration in manuscript. Fifteenth 

"pr'o.,.,.."o more fully marginalia more and 

~a.U'''''''''''''g.~"" were introduced and style became more 

The creancm of the medieval then, . a division of labour, 

textual was only one out a sequence 

illustrator and the had WS!JIl(:a: roles, as did the rubricator. At some 

point in the conception of the manuscript, however, a 'planner' would 

.... "" ... 'A ..... "" whether or not illustrations would includecL how manv and how 

large should which subjects would be included, and where they 

would be 1J,Lu.' ............ Firstly parchment was ruled in lines, and text 

written with spaces for the .. are a of 

manuscripts, including Grey Roman la Rose, in which marginal 

notes identifying subject illustration destined to blank 

17 preliminary instructions inform both the been 

illustrator and rubricator. Several manuscripts contain blanks 

11 
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where miniatures were to be executed but some reason were not, which 

seems VV1.LU. .. J' .... that the ...... _.";t."""."'+A" .... was the last to work 

Developments both the layout and the style of secular illustrations were closely 

relaLtett to those of liturgical or devotional u'V .... , ........ ~ and in many cases there 

both were produced by the same workshops and o1i"l"l£!TC! 18 IS~ 

a division between liturgical and secular books in the fourteenth 

and fifteenth centuries. 19 Although the illuminator had pattern books from which 

he could copy, the differences between the lllUnnIla1llons seen the different 

manuscripts indicate that limner executed own interpretation of his 

to a greater or lesser can be seen examining the difference 

between what is described in the text, and what appears in the illustration. It is 

possible the scribe could not read and relied on either his own knowledge of the 

old stories, or on his 'ft"tl'>'n"U'",'P"'I.l of what had briefed on. 

In half of the thirteenth century the illumination of secular was rare 

often inferior to that religious books; moreover, the illustrators of secular 

books often adapted patterns from liturgical illuminations. 

til 

t9 
Stones, M. 
Ibid. p. 92-3. 
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Fig. 1 

Scribes at work. Bibli,Qcheolue Narionale Ms. Fr. 

""\ 1l.pUI610matltQU"Ul,' 
1 ;'!JIC t(4)Il'1l IlUUDUn.;· 

.).J ottrUUSUOppQ; uUUlbkS 
~ csataSnatUUtbii dlJWta; 
;t uua;uuuarJtPl4m1rbJ~ 

uuaWttlalmtr mutt 
. 'autu!!OIttttai« mcl.'Out'iS " 
. -P* quttuttcmr antIlS 

~Illi)~~ 
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however~ 
12 

only were secular illwninations. as splendid as liturgical, but the 

motifs take on an independence of the context of the There' for 

example, a marginal scene of Roman de la Rose . m Biblioteque 

Na:tionale~ which shows the copying of a manuscript by a man and a woman 

work" with leaves a freshly written parchment hanging up to dry on 

the 1) The main rhf"t"" ..... "......"'·"" between liturgical and secular 

manuscripts is in the use of the full-page miniature which was u.n. .............. ,,""''" 

much more often in liturgical in secular books. The ",.tv"" ..... ,"" 

approximation the full-page miniature in most books 

present at is found on opemng 

of the decoration of 

book. the ~,,",""'.UUJ. century:> the '-'J.J.A.lLF, P age IS marked 

out by a series of miniatures, two or four over two columns, or three or six 

over three columns. Alternatively, a single miniature could be divided into 

two or more compartments which is the case in the Grey Roman de la 

20 

Sandra Hindman argues that we can best recover mediaeval of a 

particular from a "-'.I.,,",.:>,", scrutiny of the actual manuscript and that 

20 p.93. 
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illustrations, far from merely offering visual diversion from the miniatures, 

when read with their texts prompt distinctive and sometimes highly inventive 

readings. 21 Manuscripts that have been dismissed as having little interest 

the text tradition because of textual errors, could be of value for the 

reading their pictures offer; for, as Robertson has pointed out, the visual arts 

ren,ect the same figurative conventions that appear in Iiteratw"e.21 Unlike the 

printed book, each illuminated manuscript is l.Ulique. The text differs from 

one copy to another~ sometimes due to scribal error, but occasionally the 

altered the mel!Ulttlg n:rh.::w·", he saw fit Similarly the illustrator, 

although copying from previous manuscripts using conventional or 

employing pattern books, sometimes added his own details. The Roman de 

la is further complicated because ~.LJ.n",,", the second part was written 

some 40 years after the first, the scribe often used more than one manuscript 

in copying the Roman, and so the two parts of the poem would not 

necessarily come from the same source even in late manuscripts. 

However, unlike the modern age, people living in the Middle were 

acc:US1:0Irlett to reworked or continued ... {' ....... '""'tI. .. "...,."'. which ---0--- even have a 

way of the reviser expressing admiration for a great poem. 23 

9. 
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In my investigation of the Roman de la I will consider diverse 

evidence including 

content and 

illumination and 

then a cautious 

physical characteristics of the manuscript, its pictorial 

.. l..JAI.1.UU content I propose to examine each 

it , 't1tn'ltP>rp> possible and relevant, to the and 

role played by the illustrations the 

Wlderstanding of this particular manuscript by mediaeval people. However, 

as Robertson asserted, cultural products of any can be Wlderstood 

only in terms that would have been comprehensible at the time and therefore 

m analysis of the miniatures it is necessruy to in mind other primruy 

sources?4 

Ibid. 
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CO][»][COJLOG][(CA1L AS]p>]BClrS 25 

1,,14 Physical Structure 

lS vellufil. and 

each foHo approximately 

290 x Omm. 

folios, but the first gathering has leaves which are out of place: the 

15 

nrpl~pn't folio 6 which was originally after folio 4 now follows folio and the 

seventeenth gathering is missing the original folios 131-1 and have been 

15 A more comprehensively fonnal codicological description of the mtUlllscript appeat"S in Appendix: One. 
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replaced by 131,1 133 inserted vellum. 

in Roman numerals at end each "",at.AAVA 

7. 

16 

are catchwords 

except 2 and 

verso. There are mostly 41 lines each column" but sometimes are 

40 or 42. The margin of the is 25 mm on the left approximately 

40 nun on the right The top of the folio the text measures 15 and 

bottom of folio to the text is nun. The written page measures 

approximately 155 by 225 mm. (Fig. 

There are treble bounding lines each colunm the to 

bottom of the vellum. Two hoiizonta11ines "'f'r"' .... r+h to 

right of the page top bottom text which contain 

horizontals within each line of the text ( There is evidence 

at the ""' ..... j::.""' ... ~ but they are mostly tnnrunc~d 
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Fig. 4 

p .. H r rtH at ct tf J'1 01tt1t£ t fttmt 
. (~.u.e qtn (t 'kutl a ~tdrt pt;~?( 
;.1I)Ollft r pruft ~,at (~ auib1(" 
'cmH a ~ant 'uc~rre aqtn~ 
1'OtlZ mcntt ftfCtmG1(pii(Jl{t 
lf9ffi>3 Gill) (t .Ea:lb q fu&tte ;nit 
£!lwtntfafT( t1tn(~e· 
ti2.ul pmfTt 6arat fCUrUlf)fu
({Lt101lt trco/ fmift (tml1'1ttl emStn
.fl>n roy.ontm m, Hl t{ m Ci> a qn tnt 
~mtt Q111 Lmt.8 tr) r f.S Ur..s (rn f(m 
£m(t.s ~tifft'..5 btH03 C9tthle.s 
ti2.J.1 ant b: ! run c rrr I Crt1 t \\11n t $ 

.bV{tti htbt5 OtH t{tr (Untees 
1Ft firzI'11 r Cf!, ~ 6 a?atrt:.s 
~r ttmt Ii quont err.: becu.c.s 
JP"t pftL5tO{l {en rMt ap~cues 
!Des 6atattc'u'/Tcz (fantfrC',S 
(It tl1 n t' fcntt t t" n In e.g pucrl'fcs; 
~1 0--...5 a..9utf1; P0111t ttroou6tmt 

u«nt CC.5 tfau~~c..s tJCOtl tent 
1\ i n.5 {1 tl 0.11 t qUi 6 a1 at ~.!Jtl1!fe
S)OH cmff1v.!cl}' i frn~ffe 
-Cat 011~)nen (UZft (r,~anr6tc'15 
a:lm .. .6 ((55 ~rif('c.s ~te..s 1i~ 
£f.l a r u:1 ttl (l1CCtti 
.§cmt t (alt l:c641at fi. bttitrJ5 
Q(p tCfe.s ant tctl te fa r t."i£n re 
-lOor a-tt (t.r ttPPNltnCC 
1Ft q-t1ot fj tralo~1Sfa f,ienlt 
8.'LtU ~ f1oucffc.5 Ct:s bthamrl1t 
18t d~ OZCI t'C!l1 tafiou,rnt 
~Io.nt b-e (ttl1,~a:Ct' QUOtl r.a60u~ 
1ft fou(vutt (t {irmiGcnt . 
iIo,:;n't'C fq nh.l1tl'& ll.mC1&;VCtL-rnt 

~ t fi' 'h.1.m (t1 t til 01:l1~ t 
JJ5 p (gun t (I \}. ~tUS f( m Otllrornt 

lBt 6:110Ht cutr It cu Ll~et1t 
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Jl.5. JH[A ND 

The text [8 WJr[tten hn lbJrown [Jruk apart IDrom the 

fin.al folios (131-3) which are in black ink. (Fig. 4) The scribal hand is 

gothic textura, semi-quadrata -" rotunda of medium to excellent grade~ there 

is a biting of bows, and a flourish on s endings?6 The first letter of each line 

of each colwnn is separated from the word and is larger than the other 

lettering and often is decorated with a flourish. Folios 131,132 and 133 are 

copied after an incunabulum printed at Lyons. 27 

JL6. lBl[NlDlNG 

light brown leather with a stamped gilt sheIl- and- spray pattern on its inner 

and outer board edges and spine. (Fig. 5) The spine is bound on five raised 

bands, and an applied maroon leather label is between the first and second 

bands with the gilded title: 

26 

l1 

"LE ROMAN DE LA 'ROSE". 

See Appendix Four for confi.rmmiOQ by Prof. T.J. Brown of the University ofLoodon, in 1965. 
Bourdillon, The Early Editions of1he Roman de La Rose, p. 212. 
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Fig. 6. 

. . ." 

AmoD@' Ule IIwnuc:rlptt Ji £e l~rteeath century, the -
..me.t .. ~ thai or the · wofl:l-renowaed ,. Romm 
a. 1& BoI8. ou l'art d'amour 8ft :toute encl ... " T~Y 
Cloano maoUlCript (No. 20., CoL 133) .. mlJmi~ted i'i1~ 
MautiCal mioiature ~tin8'. the OOItumea or .1Uch Ot)able 
11.1 to ax a1moet eDctly it. date. .Mr. W. Tultet Smith 
baa by th .. IDeaDI iageaioady ahcnlD that it rnUll baye been 
.ritteD in the early put of the CooJ1eenth century, .y (rom . 
~D. 1300 to 1320, or, •• the "Bomaa" •• ao& iniahed 
before 1304. after thiI year. Thia oopy, therefore, .. ':"rittea 
~edlate1r after, jf DOt ooDtemr.>raaeooNy .ith, the ~m-
pleuoD of t1~ poem, may be ~ III ODe ot the eN'lies& 
.. ued, ad 'ffJrYlibly the earlielt jt F"*Dl in uiatl1lct!.· 
The radiu2a of uu. maou.eerip' niy gt'eat1y, almoe& in e'\'ery 
line, &om die priated edition, which baa been eompan:dwilh it. 

• The oidn& l1IQIumP& 01 thi8 poem _n b1 Dibfiin (Wbi.iolnlob~ 
~, fOI. 1"1 M'. cu,ji) j. eyieint', of lain dltt. ....;, .~. 
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The folio edges are gilded on all three sides. . a twentieth century 

cutting pasted to the flyleaf manuscript (Fig. 6). See 

comments regarding "earliest ... in existence" under =-=-=-..::::;.;;.;;;;, below. 

of manuscript calm onlly he 

to 1857, when it appeared as an item for sale in the Wills and 

Sotheran catalogue on August for rl 0.1 O. O. On April 2 1859, there 
wbicll stated that it bad been i 

appeared an entry in the Libri Sale catalogue Ac sold to Quaritch for 

r.30. In 1 Quartich advertised it, and then again in 1860 r.36, when it 

is assumed Grey v ..... u.:>v ..... it 21 In 1 Sir was 

854 - 1861), donated it to the South 

Library in Town, it u\..Ju.z::. one about 112 manuscripts which 

had collected. (Another ...,V.l. .• "" .................. of and considered 

interesting, was given to Public Library in Auckland, New Zealand, 

where had been Governor). 29 

MJr WHlliaJm Tasker SJmatJht hll n861l c~abned that 
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this manuscript was 'one of the very earliest copies issued', basing his 

opinion on an examination of the style of dothes depicted in the miniatures. 30 

As it is known that Jean de Meun finished composing the manuscript in 

1304, the manuscript must have been written sometime after this date, but if 

it is compared with other manuscripts of the same period (e.g. Yvain, by 

Chretien de Troyes)31 it would seem that this manuscript could be dated in 

the second quarter of the fourteenth century, and this has been confirmed by 

~1. Franyois Avril, Curator of Manuscripts at the Bibliotheque Nationale 

after perusing a photocopy of the Grey Rose manuscript. 32 It seems certain, 

therefore, that this manuscript was not "one of the earliest issued", nor "the 

earliest at present in existence". 

)[,'9.' ']['J5Xlr 

North Eastern, but more probably Paris or Ile de France, by two authors, the 

first part reputedly by Gillaume de Lorris in the early thirteenth century up to 

line 4058, and the rest (approximately 17:> 000 lines, by Jean de Meun, some 

forty years later). 33 

30 

31 
Written notes on the Roman de l.a Rose hcld by the SA Library. 
Bushy, K., Les M1uruscrits de Chretien de Troves 

32 This was confirmed when I visited the BN in 1997, and showed M. Avril photostats of the Grey 
Roman de l.a Rose. 
n See Appc=ndix Five for Id1er of confinrultion from David Ross, Birkbeck College,. 
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11.](0. lR.U[B1RJ[ CS34 

Numerous JlUbrics occur ibn red which identify the 

personifications in the miniatures and highlight the textual content or provide 

headings. Often the text of these rubrics is written in a very small 

handwriting in the margin, although sometimes the marginal notes occur 

without the rubrics. (Fig. 7) There are no rubrics after f 68r but since the 

small marginal notes occur sporadically until the end of the manscript, it 

seems that they were originally intended to be inserted. 

ll.JlJl. J[ lUL U[ Sl[,lR.A 1[,}[ 0 N 35 

within square borders of blue or red with geometric patterning, and ivy leaf 

sprigs at the outer comers. The backgrOl.mds are either solid gold or 

tessellated in blue and gold, or red and blue. Apart from the incipit which 

measures nearly half the written page, and one other which takes up nearly a 

quarter of the written page, the miniatures measure approximately 50 by 70 

mm. On f 132 there is a pencil and ink copy of a woodeu'! from the Lyon 

incunabulum. There are also numerous initial letters usually indicating new 

paragraphs or sections, which are gold on a blue and/or red background with 

white decoration. (Fig. 8) 

See Appendix Three for a detailed list. 
See Appendix Two for a full li.:,-t of minjetmes. 
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Fig. 9 
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1 
rhe Grey ROITlan de fa Rose opens with 

L nearly a half-page douMe minlature, 

miniature" a 

a conventional pose propped up ~(]L.UJ..;) pillows. the background is a 

swirling rose tree with many roses in full bloom. Towards the centre, 

the roses in the background and sleeping in the 

foreground, is a bearded man with a club over one arm; club 

21 

into the next miniature. The right miniature shows a young man basting his 

sleeve in front of a river which flows into a garden enclosed by a turreted 
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wall with a door. Three stylised trees show above the garden wall against a 

diapered backgrolUld red and and white patterns. 

sleeping figure in left miniature nrU'TT01l1C' the third section of the text 

(marked by the illuminated' Oin second column). lines 

describe how the twenty-year-old narrator had a beautiful and pleasing dream 

one night but gives the assurance there was nothing in this dream 

which did not happen almost as dream told it. He now wishes to tell this 

Jit"'''''01'Vt in rhyme since begs and commands to do so and if anyone 

asks he wished the romance to be ""' ...... j''''' ..... it is 

.... . leromans de 
ou 1 'art dam \orls 

rose 
toute enclose (11. 

These words also rubricated below the incipit illustration across the 

two emphasising the poem's "' .... LII>..A.'L. 

Weare told five years had passed since had had dream. By 

placing the time of his entire narrative within his related dream, the poet 

away the traditional framework situating narrative in an 

historical time and was able to position in a impossible determine. 

:16 ... 'the ROmaFU;e Rose in which 'the whole art oflove is cooW.ned. 
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The author simulates the conditions of autobiography but 

genre dream-vision which expounds the revelatory 

23 

signals the 

of the 

hidden truth of dreams declared in openmg ,-unr .. ", of the Roman. 

Although: 

Maintes diens q \wen songes 
na Ie fables no \n/ et mensonges (11.1_2)37 

asserts that one may have dreams which are not deceitful~ whose import 

afterwards becomes quite clear: at most men many thIngs 

couverteme\n/t / que Jen voit puis apfer]tement (11.19-20). 

his the testimony ofMacrobius~ Commentary on the Dream of Scipio 

which wa~ a recognised authority in the Middle on both prophetic 

power the truth certain kinds dreams. Dahlberg ........ F,n:l::,"',-e., ..... "'.,.'" that an 

Macrobius)s doctrine on dream-allegory "leads 

conclusion that Guillaumes citation indicates that he is using a fabulous 

narrative (narratio fabulosa) to and reveal~ an art or developed 

can a 5.)'lllbol of sexual 

scholars have argued that Roman is a Christian allegory, 

as D \V. Robertson ...... "'."'......-".,., retelling of the story of 

Falr'. 39 mediaeval audience would not have been unaware of the 

men say that there is nQt/~jnR and 
Dahlberg, C. 
R.obe21s00,D.W., ~~~tJ?!J~~~~rn~~~~ &om E.ssays in M.edie'Yal Culture 

New Prince1an :Pre"'"s, 1980, p. 34. 
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significance of the Sleem~r. for sleep was a common symbol for both ""'''''''''.-'-

love and spiritual oblivion. 40 

The importance attached to the truth of vision is emphasised the begi.nning 

text where the aei~or'R!e~a initial, M, within its arms two loops 

displaying a . of eyes which appear to gazmg the page. Spearing 

observed that in thought both and courtly accounts 

love as the first stage in a 

union. 41 

Since the and of young men m and are a.t.l ..... \,J, 

one assume that they depict the same person and as the text describes 

how in twentieth year ...... couchie inestroie len mon lit (n. 

2 I ,24)one also assume that the illustrates the narrator. 

Later, the narrator recounts the u""'l=; .......... .LU.JLj=; ofms dream: 

Ibid, p. 345. 

Avis miere q\uill mats 
11 a v\iel. V. anz et V mais 
Q\uel du mont de may ce so \nIjoie 

ice lui tens deliteus 
De to ute damer se sfroie 
Songai une nuit que je estoie 
De m 'tere avis en mon dormant 

Spearing. cp. p. 195--6) 
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De matin estoit durement 
mon lit tantost me leve [1l.45-7~ 84-9)42 

As Hult has pointed out, there is a blurring of levels evident in these lines 

regarding the Narrator (the story-teller), the Dreamer (the self of the 

Narrator who had the dream) and the Lover (the persona in the 

experienced the various events). Although avis m'iere clearly refers to the 

perception of the original scene5 while il estoit mais the 

dream story itself, application of the following one or the other 

level is nearly lIDl0m;Sl[ue. 43 It is clear whether the occurred more 

than five ago the ............. LA.......... was twenty oIc;L or whether 

Dreamer at age dreamed a period of years when 

would have been at most fifteen, or whether the Narrator was alluding to 

the IUllllrnellI which would have occurred years before that 

surmise that the 

reader for the difterent levels of .......... 'u.>..uLUp;, which occur 

. the whole poem. 

The v<..W. .......... is shown by side of the river flowing into an enclosed 

m hand miniature, progressing a modem-day cartoon 

I became aware that it was May, five years Ot' more ago; I dreamed that I was in May ....... . 
And so I dreamed I was in that delicious season when everything is stirred by love, 
BUd as I slept I full morning. I rose:from my bed. 
Huh, 
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strip. can see the is a beardless tonsured . who 

robe of blue under which is a red garment. 

The . two is revealed in later miniatures 111lln ... rp the 

shedding outer blue robe symbolises the revealing of the inner persona 

narratorl dreamer. 

are told in this dream 

..... , ... ,. onques riens nur 
q \u1i avenu trestout ne 

q\ue/ Ie conte racon to it. (11.28-30)44 

The sequentially framed images would prefigure the mediaeval 

a quest in this case a rose in an enclosed but 

also the added proleptic ....... ;::..,-~,....,. opemng 

miniatures be seen to illustrate prophetic of the narrator's 

which was to foretell his personal history, a love-affair 

danger and desire. as V"" ..... .uJLF> has suggested, Macrobius' teaching 

referred a "statement of general truth", in that dreams employ 

personification and myth to .... "" .......... "" a truth belonging to the and 

........ ",."",.,,1- as much as to truth by 

truth of the nr.,.,Q?Y\ m 

.no~l~mJl which did not happen 
i'I.'t'!.PlInno ., op. cit. p. 199. 

as the dream tokl. it. 

frame will not oeC:OIrle 
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27 

our covert dreams prefigure what later occurs 

openly. 

There is a passage in Macrobius' commentary which speaks of nature 

to maintain her "'Dr>'I'"01'", men, much as she disguises 

naked body. 46 pa5.s~~e on lYfay in Roman de la Rose with which the 

dream narrative begins ""LI .. "...."'" Macrobius~ words '\1L1h,(:>r(:> it repeatedly 

describes Nature~s wish in spring to cover its winter nakedness: 

q\u/i en may parer ne se veille 
comr de novele juelle 

Le bois lor verdure 

lors devient la terre si gove 
q\ue/l velt avoir (11.50 -60, my Wlderlining)47 

In second frame, the DreamerlNarrator is clothed, and, as narrated in 

... 'Vu, ........... his adoption of the garb of 

civilization, in which the repression of . that makes civilization possible, 

enforces both the ,,",vi'.,.,.,....., clothing of the body and internal censorship 

hides the latent truth of dreams. 48 The concept of covering, or concealing, 

is further illustrated in this frame the walled garden. The high turreted 

wall with a heavily barred door (quite unlike the narrow and tight little door 

Hult., op. p.123. 
..... when ODe sees no bush or hedge that does not wish to rover itsdfwith new IeAves .... tben the earth 

~ so proud that it wants 1.1. new robe .. '" 
48 S· . 200 

47 

peanng. op.c:tt, p. . 
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described in the orthodox Roman de la Rose manuscripts, which presumably 

would ha.ve been written on the missing leaf of the first gathering in the Grey 

Rose) reinforces the forbidding nature of the quest. Like the walls of 

lehan and Jericho:. the wall is designed to keep WlSuitable people out of the 

D. W. Robertson has exp01.mded the significance of the garden image for the 

lVfiddle All the teaturles of a .... u,.-,,......... such as flowers and 

streams are symbolic of the most important doctrines Christianity as it 

contained in both the Old and New Testaments, particularly in and 

the 49 Mediaeval gardens are often depicted containing wells or 

streams which water the trees and flowers, and are variously interpreted as 

baptis~ wisdo~ the true doctrine, Charity or the Holy Spirit. so Moreover, 

the fact 1hat 1he narrator/dreamer is standing h""1',I"\T""1he well of Narcissus, 

emphasises 1he importance of 1he Narcissus episode in the Roman which 

David HuIt and Fleming see as a 41~central 51 

28. 
D. Sdf..Fuffilling prophecies. ,.8. and Fleming, 0,. cit. ,. 93. 
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Kuhn has observed that the arrangement of the incipit illustration in many 

manuscripts was significantly like the iconography of the Nativity. 52 It can 

seen that the left-hand frame of the Grey Roman is no exception: the 

Virgin in her Dreamer corresponds to the typical position 

accouchement, while the figure Danger r.,"."",....., Joseph standing guard 

over Mary, his club reminiscent Joseph's staff. Behind the bed, where 

the cradle is u.'5:ua11y seen in the scenes of the Nativity, there is the rose tree. 

The tree occupies a significant position in mediaeval literature. In the Old 

Testament of the Fall, it is of Knowledge of and m 

the it the 

elaborations were 

of Life, the Cross Redemption. Such tropological 

popular in the Middle Ages whether the 

symbolised virtue or vice, or both. S3 the Rose-tree as an evil tree 

could represent idolatrous sexual love, an extreme form of cupidity and a 

reflection of the Fall, as wen as a good The Grey Roman de la Rose 

shows, in common with many other Rose manuscripts, a conventionalised 

rose growing upward behind the Dreamer's bed. It is derived from the 

Tree of Jesse, which Christ at summit. It is positioned behind the 

cradIe is usually found in Nativity thus 

emphasising association with S4 Furthermore, the Dreamer's 

position is reminiscent of the position Jesse in some pictorial 

51 
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which are 

tall, and bi-symmetrical, the branches on this rose tree are curving. 

sometimes ·dovvnwards, which spiritual corruption. in the case of 

the the rose flower also both IS 

....,Jf.I.~...,..... with charity, martyrdom or the Jjlt~SSt~a Virgin but 

with lechery and idolatry. S6 flowers, which may beautiful 

and fragrant, and associated with women's beauty, are transitory, in contrast 

to the green which not wither on the of Life. Transient 

human glory is ,.r" ... Tr.,,~."rf to spiritual o+.,... ....... n 

The roses have petals. is symbolic of the corporeal senses, 

which Saint in the descending of sight, hearing, 

smell, and touch which link the body to the soul, just as 

spiritual senses the soul to God through medium charity. 57 

Bernard classified five bodily sen:ses, 

1. arnor sanetus, the love of God (sight); arnor violentus, the love 

enemies (hearing); arnor justus, love for all men, (smell); arnor socia lis, 

love ""..-.. .. ", ... "' .... companions (taste)~ arnor naturalis, love between 

:13 

5-4 

55 Ibid . 
.!S6 Ibid. 
51 De.blberg. 
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children (touch). 58 love, on the hand, with 

and proceeds through the oJU'''''H, taste until it 

goal, by touch. of the rose symbolise 

path to either cupidity, love, or of God. 

marginalia, as will reflect both 

it t'1at SiJICe IS any 

to iconography is pw'ely '-'VJlH"'l ........ '.U 
59 scholars 

as Fleming the [Gothic] we should 

call are • ...,,,.·v'trt was 

comes to same thing, all was art ,,60 

one be In conclusions one 

draws artists new 

iconography Vi ...... "' ..... \vith those on 

which were modelled". 61 the universal world view of 

man was theological . area 

of 

was seen a'S it was thought that if the were 

Ibid. 52 

59 Pannisano, F. l"fedlum Aevum, xxv (1%6), p. 279. 

by Fle:rrunl~J., Ibid, p. ix. 
61 
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stated too openly, the consequence might be to 'cast pearls before swine' or 

that people might simply reiterate without genuine Wlderstanding. Towards 

the end of the Middle Ages, Petrarch used such arguments to defend the 

obscurity of poetry. 62 The opening words of Roman de la Rose assure the 

.reader that the narrator is convinced that a dream signifies the good and evil 

that come to men since it may reveal things apertement that are there stated 

covertement; in the same way, the illustration may be expected to contain 

hidden truths. 

61 Robertson, op. cit. p.8. 
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2<2., MAJRGKNALV\ on the INCIPITf01LITO 

page of the Roman de la Rose manuscripts, but to my knowledge there are 

no other marginalia depicting the same imagery as that on incipit folio of the 

Grey Rose. 63 (Fig. 10) Often the opening page imagery of other texts 

besides the Rose, both Latin and vernacular, shows hounds pursuing rabbits 

or hunts for rabbits or stags.64 Such images are, of course, appropriate to 

the Rose as a metaphor of love as a hunt, but precisely because they are so 

one cannot be sure that they had been specifically selected specially for the 

Rose. However, in some cases, the Rose opens with more unusual 

marginalia that evidently were intended to reflect on the text, as in this 

opemng page. In order to provide a comparison for the Grey Rose 

incipit, I include a description of a manuscript I examined in the British 

Library and the Biblioteque Nationale. which are examples of incipit page 

marginalia commenting on the text. 

6} I have examined approxima.te.1y thirty fourteenth or fifteenth century DWlllScripts in the British Library, 
the Paris Biblioteque Natiooale and the Rylands library (Manchester). as well as Kulm's facsimiles and 
illustrations in books by > foc example, Robertson, Tuve, Fleming and Dahlberg. 
64 Huot, S. "TheRomance of the Rose IUld its medieval readers: interpretatioo. reception. manuscript 
!rlm:mlis:rion., p. 275. 
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The first is MS British Library Stowe 947 (MS Lml) which opens with a 

two-part miniature with marginalia (Fig. 11). As in the Grey Rose, the 

34 

dreamer in bed is represented on the left, but on the right Oiseuse is seated 

inside the garden wall holding her mirror and comb and surrounded by the 

rosebush. The left-hand frame tells us that, amongst other things, the poem 

will be the story of a dream (as has already been shown above in the Grey 

Rose). The conflation of the rose, object of desire, with the sensuality and 

self-absorption of Oiseuse - a feminine figuration of Narcissus, in whose 

mirror the rose is first glimpsed - tells us that the dream is inspired by and 

focused upon erotic love. In the lower margin there are two animals, a lion 

and a beaver biting off its own testicles, which represent the possibility of a 

corrective antidote to erotic impulses since the lion here probably represents 

the nobility of heart often invoked in the Rose, and the beaver, according to 

bestiary tradition, knew that it was hooted for its testicles, and would bite 

them off when pursued in order to save its life; similarly, the man pursued 

by the devil should cast off temptations of the flesh. 

The second example of an opening page 'commenf is from MS Bib!. Nat. fro 

1561, MS Lb. Once again, the opening miniature represents the dreamer in 

bed; in the lower margin, two rabbits and a man extending a phallic staff 
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express the erotic impulses that motivate the dream. Off to the side is an 

asp, its tail plugging its ear which in bestiary tradition means that the asp 

prevented itself from being lulled to sleep by placing one ear against the 

ground and stopping up the other with its tail. In Christianising bestiaries, 

the asp is a figure for the obstinate sinner who closes his ears to 

chastisement, certainly an appropriate image for the Lover. It is also 

possible, however, that the image in MS Lb was inspired by Richard de 

F ournival' s Bestiaire d' amours, a text sometimes bound with the Rose in 

anthology manuscripts, in which the asp represents a refusal to be seduced by 

the sweet appearance of the lady. Given the importance of aural seduction 

in the opening stages of the dream - the Lover is attracted first by birdsong, 

then by the song of the carollers, and the importance of verbal deception and 

manipulation in the erotic conquest, this asp closing its ears to the word 

could certainly be seen, like the beaver ofMS Lm3, in opposition to the 

Lover. 65 

The marginalia of the Grey Rose reveal a similarly rich iconography. 

The whole incipit page is framed by a grotesque with a bird's head which 

tapers into a long snake-like border, interspersed with medallions. The bird 

6S Huot, s. Op. cit, p.277. 
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has a long beak in which it holds, or swallows, several golden balls. It is 

wearing a bishop's mitre. (Fig.12) This is probably an iconographic 

reference to the hypocritically religious who are criticised in the second 

section, those 

.... . seculier au de ciaistre 
Les desloiaus gens les maudites 
Q\ue/ len ape/e ypocrites (II. 15262-4) 66 

They destroy people (symbolised by the swallowing of the golden balls) 

through their corruption, both literally and figuratively like Faus Semblant, a 

questionable ally of the Dreamer much later in the text. 

There are five medallions along the body of the bird which frames the incipit 

page: one next to the lower left column, two at the bottom of the folio and 

two next to the right column. They correspond to the five senses, already 

mentioned above regarding the five rose petals. The medallion on the left 

border depicts a person touching the face of a grotesque wearing a fool's hat, 

(touch); the left bottom medallion shows a figure plugging his ears 

(~earing)~ the medallion at right bottom displays a small figure pointing to 

the nose cfthe figure facing him(smell)~ the lower medallion on the right 

border portrays a small figure pointing to the mouth of the facing figure 

(taste)~ ane the last at the upper right border illustrates a person gazing at a 

... those in the world or cloimr. the unlawfill peoplt; the cursed ODeS who are called bypocrite2I. 
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rose (sight). Depending upon which one 'reads' first, touch is the goal of 

cupidity or the starting point of charity. 

In the lower margin, there are three figures balancing on the margin frame 

above ivy fronds, all facing to the left. (Fig. I 3) The first is a grotesque 

which has a bird body with a human head (with a long nose) and sporting a 

fool's hat. The second is a hound with a pointed beard and pronounced 

testicles. The third is a small red fox with a bushy tail. Each of these 

grotesques represents an important theme in the Roman. The large hound, 

in the middle, symbolizes the hunt of sexual love. The figure of a hunting 

dog is common in marginal illustrations which represent the pursuit of love~ 

indeed in a digression in the second part of Roman de la Rose. Jean de Mel.U1 

addresses himself to all "loyal lovers", and promises that his "hunt" is nearly 

done and one can hear the baying of the hounds: 

En ce bois ci poirez air 
Les chiens glatir a mente\n/dez ... (11. 15138-39/

7 

The fox, on the right, stands for the hypocrisy of false preachers, since the 

fox as an anti-fraternal image was employed in many mediaeval exegetical 

texts. 68 According to Fleming the anti-fraternal material has too been too 

often considered peripheral in the Roman de La Rose which he believes is a 

61 

6lJ 
.. in this wood you may bear the dogs barking .. .. 
Fleming. J. The Roman de 19 Rwe.p. 25-7. 
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major second part of the Roman ... .I..U:I.I.'I.\..ti:II several references to the 

hypocrisy of particularly in the ""PT"l:'nn Semblant, which is 

not since opposition to friars in in the thirteenth 

69 The bird body, with human and 

foolishness Qe~;cel]t: from Reason 

into a bestial 

md160. 
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2'3 J[lLlLUSlrRA lrHONS on the M~SSnNG lLEA VES 

Tlhtelre are two l~aves ltTIl[ss[Jrllg hOlm the 1Hlrst 

gathering of the manuscript which means that folios 2 and 4 have been lost. 

If a comparison of the text is made with the Lecoy edition, one may assume 

that approximately 106 lines are missing between the present folio 1 v and 

2r. Since a full leaf would have contained 160 lines, the amount of space 

taken up by missing miniatures would have.been approximately 54 lines. 

Most miniatures measure approximately 10 lines, so there could have been 

space for 5 miniatures of ten or eleven lines each. The missing lines 

describe the dreamer coming to a large garden enclosed by a high wall 

covered with paintings of various personifications which the speaker 

proceeds to describe. The missing personifications would have been Hate, 

Felony, Villainy, Covetousness and Avarice. 

39 
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FoHo 2. Jr has an JUt lltiJrll.e=slpace Jmhlliiatu[]re whiich lS 

placed midway down the folio in the first colunm immediately before the 

decorated initial A in gold with an azure background which starts: Apres refu 

portette envie which announces the section describing Envy. (Fig. 14 ) There are 

three figures in the miniature, but we might assume that Envy is on the right since 

the word envie is rubricated in red at the bottom right of the miniature under the 

male figure dressed in a bright red robe. On the left are two figures. We may 

assume the figure on the extreme left to be the Dreamer since he is the same 

tonsured cleric wearing the same blue robe depicted in the right half of the inciptt 

page miniature. He is embracing a lady who is wearing a chaplet of rose buds, 

and dressed in a robe ofvermiIion: 

... une color l'enlumine .... si vermeille et sf fine (11. 1659-60),° 

Tne lady foreshadows his loved one, for when the Dreamer is in the garden facing 

the array of rose buds, he couId not believe that there were such beautiful ones 

anywhere and very much wished to possess it: 

il Ie devroit avoir trop cher 
se chapel en peuse avoir 
je nen prendre nul avoir (11.1652-3)71 

There is another aspect to the figure of Envy. Envy in the miniature is depicted 

as a male figure which we may deduce from his robe and his hair, yet in the text 

70 

11 
.... it glowed with a colour .... so bright red and so pure .. 
... if I could have a chaplet (of the buds), I would lovelWthing more .. 
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is another aspect to the of Envy. Envy in the .. u ....... • .... ..-

depicted as a figure which we may deduce from his robe 

yet in 

the 

she is referred to as a female The dual ................ ""~ 

'"'J..u ..... J.J.,~J..:,\.IU if one f"'rtfl' ...... 

Dreamer 

Envy to 

the outer 

When the ""r""o"","'1'" takes off his outer 

IS 

his hair, 

reveals red under garment which symbolizes his psychological vice 

envy. IS 

miniature presenrs 

to reveal his robe. 

Envy's 

frame. 

is emphasised by 

see one eye, but his 

occasion later in the 

dual persona: in 

has cast 

protruding out 

appears to be 

The folio &~~'~4p"'. the narrative by use decorated initials. The 

beginning of the ekphrasis, Apres, is signalled by an illuminated capital 

41 

IS 

that serves as a frame for text column and the illumination above .. 

The 

of Envy's 

de tel cruate." 

from the ae,o;cn portrait to a 

evokes a second illuminated initial, the "EO) of 

illuminated initials and rubrication of the miniature 
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both link the visual system to the poetic text and indicate the dual narrative 

systems as well as the separate stages of manuscript production. 

The miniature is almost independent of literal reference to the text except for 

employing a gold and azure colour motif as specified later by the text 

(although there are also other colours used): 

car si q luo/me Ie devisai 
furent a or et a azur 
de toutes p\ours/ paintes ou murs 01. 463-6)72 

Envy is not especially ugly as specified (avoil trop/aide regardure,I. 280). 

However, only one eye is to be seen, which suggests that the illustrator has 

attempted to portray the lines: 

Ele ne regardast neant 
Fors en travers en bomeant 
Et Ie avoil t\:rop/ mauvais vissage 
Quele ne pouvoit en visage 
Regardez rien de plain en plai\n/ 
Ainsi clot .1. oiel p \our/ gr\anlt desdaing (11. 281-6)73 

Most interesting is that the text does describe the conduct of an envious 

person: 

quelfondoU dire et ardoit 
q \cmlt qucun quele regardoit 
estoit ou biaus ou pre'uz ou gens 
ou loez ou amez des gens (/1. 287_90)74 

11 .. for, a3 I haw d4.1crlbuJ, they Wlfre dons in gold and mure, painted aU alon8 the wall 
n she looked at everything oblIquely and she had this bad habit because she could not look anything 
rtTairzht in the face. but closed one eye in disdam. 

7~ .for she burned and melted with rage when anyone at whom she looked was either wise, fair, or 
nobk, or was loved or praised by men. 
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The nall"'JI."'atoll'" tells us that next, qu[te close to Envy, 

Sorrow was painted on the wall. On folio 2v, a miniature depicts a woman 

sitting on a bench with bookshelves containing books (Fig. 1 There no 

the probably because the first word at the top of the 

left column is Tristesce. text says that her troubles had made her grow 

yellow and lean and pale, but her complexion, although pale, is white in 

colour, and she is not thin: 

We are told that 

Dele Envie auques pres iere 
painte en la maisiere 

Q\ue/le avoil au cuer g\ra/nt doulor 
Et b \ie/n paroit a sa coulor 

sembloit avoir la jaunice 
Sf ni foist riens avarice 
De paJeur ne (ll. 291- 7)75 

had not whole 

tom her dress in many places l.U1til it was practically worthless: 

Quele navoit pas este lente 
Desg\r/atiner toute sa chiere 
Et Ie navoit pas la chiere 

maint leu lavoit desciree 
Q\uel cele qui m\oulltfo tree (11.314-8)76 

had 

Nut. qUite close to Sorrow was /" .. ., ....... on the wall Her colour seemed to show that she 
had some in her heart. She looked as she hadjaundic/Ih andAvarlce was nothing like 

a:nd gaunt as she. 
She had not been. slow to scratch her whok face, and she had torn her dress in many places unltl it 

was practically ay sh, ha a 
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Yet her robe in the miniature is certainly not in rags, and it appears to be made of 

a rich dark red fabric with generous folds and no lacerations. It is, 

however,open to her waist suggesting that she had ripped it open. The 

illustration's only adherence to the text is in the gesture of her tearing at her hair: 

Si chevel tuit estrige forent 
Et espandir p'o.rl son coljurent 
Q\uelle "/es avoit tour derone 
De maltalent et de courone. (11.319-22)77 

Pefhaps the illustrator is attempting to depict the anguish of the personage 

portrayed in the text, rather than her more unattractive qualities: 

n 

neck. 

Et si sachiez testamement 
Quele plouroit m \u/lt rendement 
Nus tant Just durs nen veist ". 
A qui grlan/t pitie nen preist 
Quel se desciroit et batoit 
Et ses po ins ensemble hurtoit. (11323-8). 78 

Hal' Mil'. which she had tom out in bad t8m~r and angsl'. lM.r all unplait~.d and lay nraggling down hl!r 

73 And know truly that sh~ sobb~d most profoundly" Ther~ was no on. so JuudhMrled who. seslng h8r, would 
nol not have foit gl'«at pity as she tor8 and beat h8r38lj and :rlruck her fists together. 
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Fig. 16 
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2.6. V](ELLECE (f. 2v) 

Placedl next to SOJrJrow, in tlhte Jriiglhtt lhtandl coluulln, is a 

miniature under which is the rubric Viellece. (Fig. 16 ) Her depiction 

conforms to the text in that she leans on a crutch and she is wannIy dressed. 

albeit severely, in long black robes. However, there is no sign of the other 

physical details referred to in the text, such as a head of white (her hair is 

covered with a cowl), or a face full of wrinkles, an emaciated body, mossy 

ears and no teeth: 

Bien estoit sa biaute gastee 
Mloullt estoit laide devenue 
Toute avoit la teste chanue 
Et blanche a cele fustflorie 
Ce ne fust mie gr\a.nlt mornie 
Sele mourant ne gr\anlt pechies 
Car tout ses COl'S estoit sechiez 
De viellece et aneantis. 
Tout estoit va son vis floris 
II fu jadis sones et plains 
Or estoit tous de fronces plains 
Les orelle::; avoit menues 
et to utes les mancis si perdues 
Que ele ne navoit neis une 
Tant p\ourl estoit de gr\anlt viellune 
Quel naloit une sanz doutante 
Et mis tOlses sanz potance 

Bienfu vestue et chaudem\enlt 
Car ele fut morte aut\relment(/I.344-400) 79 

79 Her beauty was spoiled and she had become very ugly. Herenhre head was white with age as ifit 
had been decked with jZoW€rs. If she had died, it' would have been neither a great loss nor a great wrong, 
for age had already dried up her body and reduced it to nothing. Her face, once soft and smooth, was now 
withered andfull o/wrinkles. She had mossy ears, and she had lost so many teeth that she had none left. 
Her age was so great that, without a crutch. she would not have gone far .... she was dressed warmly, for 
otJ:~."1',!tse she Y.'O!!!d have died. 
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Fig. 17 
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201. PAPALARDIE (f. 2r) 

The next two m[n[atu[)res have been transposed. 

After Tristece, the text describes Ypocrite which is followed by Povrete but the 

miniatures have been reversed, with Povrete portrayed where Ypocrite should 

have been, and vice versa. Ypocrite (or, as she is also described in the text, 

Papalardie) is conventionally depicted as a nun (Et.fu chaucie et cestue/I'out ausi 

a/arne rendue, I. 421-22) kneeling and carrying a book, specified as a psalter in 

the text (En sa main un sautier tenoit, 1.423 )&0 . . The fact that she is facing away 

from the altar on the right emphasises the hypocritical nature of her feigned 

prayers to God in the text (Fig.I7), and reinforces the duplicity insinuated in the 

text, for example: en receleelQuant nus ne sen puet penre garde. fer dehors Ie 

mauvaiteur (11.408-9)81 .. sembla seinte criature .. . sachiez que mout se penoitl De 

Jere adieu prieres JainteslEt d 'apeler et sains et saintes .... Ains.fu pas semblant 

ente\n/tivelDu tout a bones oevresJere .... Ainsi sembloit b\ieln de ieune\r/ lasse 

(11.425-432).82 

80 .. In her hand she held a psaitffr .. 
iiI .... in secret, when no one watches her, she will commit any evil. 
82 ... she seems a saintly creature ... she took all. kinds of patn:s to make feigned prayers to God and to call. 
upon all. the saints ..... :Jhe appeQTtld to be comp!.stely occupied in dOing good worlcs .... she seemed worn out from 
fasting .. 
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full of 

holes. (Fig. 18 ) She has no "'t· ... "} .. ~lt,r,l.. ......... and no shoes. some extent 

to 

the right 

throw 

she is a 

with the text .." .... "., .. '" _ ........ ,"' .................. weannga 

Quele nue come vers 
Sele tens fitst divers 
Je cuit quele acorast de froit 
Quel navoit qun sac estroit 
Tout plain menus paletiaus 
Estoit sa cote ses mantiaus(l1.445-50)83 

cowering and a dog in a comer 

is sitting on a bench. Although not mentioned in text, to 

miniature the narrator/dreamer is walking away as turns to 

some corns from his both illustrating his comment that 

to be shamed and _"" ... ,.J .. ...,_".... 

Des autres fu un pou loignet 
Q\ue/ chiens hontent en un quignet 
Se croupoit se £W/..-""'''' 

Car povre chose ou 
Est toute honteuse 

pUlse 

81 . .she was as naked as a worm. J think; have 
UY,,",,,",,,,. as her coat and her mantl€. she had only an old thin 
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Q\uel powes hom fu conceus 
QuiZ ne sera va bien peus 
Ne b \ieln vestuz ne b \ieln chauciez 
Ne la amez ne essauciez . . (l1.453-62)84 

and also establishing the fact that he, the Dreamer, is not poor and thus 

worthy to enter the garden: 

She was a little apart from the other. She crouched and cowered like a poor dog in a corner. 
Anything poor, wherever it may be, is always shamed and despised. Cursed be the hour in which a poor 
man was conceivedJor he will never be wellfed, well clothed. nor well shod. He is neither loved nor 
advanced in fortune. 

48 
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Fig. 19 

::: t G [€iUUe6 a ttuuC$ . 
. . .. :.:G1t!ilC {neH amc.> 

Fig. 20 

smes L.i. : Lyoos, Ottum & Scbenclc. c. 1481 Plate 1. 
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There l§ evidence that there is space for a «rUne miniature 

on the missing folio between the present ff 3v and 4r IS. and since the section 

recounts the invitation extended by Diseuse to the dreamer to enter the garden, it is 

likely that the subject of the miniature would be Diseuse and the Dreamer. 

Idleness was regarded as a major enemy of 

. the Christian spirit.,K6 and was usually depicted iconographically with a comb and 

a mirror to indicate vanity and self-love (Fig. 19 ). This would prepare the reader 

for the Dreamer's gaze into the Well of Narcissus , an important theme already 

seen emphasised in the incipit illustration. In fact, in at least one manuscript 

Oiseuse shares the incipit diptych with the Dreamer. (Fig. 20). 

s' Pre::lI!Dt ( 3v ends al 1.496 and present 3r begins all. 647, indicating that lSlline!1 are mis~ If there are usually 
160 line::! 00 II folio, it foUoW!! that thee is spac1: for 119-1ine miniature. 
96 Robertson, Preface to Chancer, p.92. 

- -- -. -- .-- - - - - - - -- --- .. .. --
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Z~10# THE CAROL of DEDUIT (£ 6r) 

The Grey Rose, in common with most manuscripts of the Roman de la Rose, 

places the illustration of the carol of Deduit after the allegorical figures painted on 

the wall. (Fig. 21) The miniature is the only illustration in the Grey Rose (apart 

from the incipit page) to stretch across the folio's two columns. It depicts ten 

figures which the illustrator has attempted to compose in a circle by placing the 

backs of three yOWlg men to the viewer although their feet are pointing the wrong 

way out of the frame. The text lists an array of musical instruments, but this 

illustrator has chosen to represent them by one instrument not mentioned, probably 

a 'rebec' or bowed lute, played by a young lady at the left of the frame. The 

Dreamer is next to her in his blue outer robe over a red garment as shown in the 

incipit page. The Dreamer probably faces Deduit since he is painstakingly 

described in the left column. However, only his back is presented to the viewer. 

and he cannot be distinguished from the other young men in the carol since it is 

impossible to accurately identify him from the text because the illustration does 

not depict any of the text details such as the colour of his eyes and his face, the 

shape of his mouth, the colour and design of his robe which was in several places 

cunningly slashed away (decoupez) (11. 807 - 830). We are also told that he 

wore a chaplet of roses made for him by ~s girlfriend: 
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British Museum. M; Yates 2 I, fol. 
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Par druerie e par .. ..., ... ,_ .... 
Li ot samie fait chapel 

roses qui m\oullt lifu bel. (11.828-30)87 

51 

but this is not a distinguishing feature since all the young men wear cm:tpl~etS. 

In fact!> impossible to identifY with any of the other figures in the 

carol using evidence from the text. The illu'Strator seems to be content to give a 

general representation of the ...,.,.. ....... FIeminghas Qls~cussea 

emblematic S!grucn,"' .......... """"" of the carol to the Roman de Ia Rose: shown 

that carol in Middle was ass~ocul.teo. with sinfully 

often .. ~ ......... ,.. to illicit sexual relations!> and although not who took part 

a carol was 'sinful ~" in the light of the subsequent behaviour of the carollers 

described in line 1 

queroles va remenoient 
tuit Ii pluseur sen aloient 

Quelleur amis ombroier 
Souz ces arbres pour donoier 
Dieu m \oullt anoient bone vie (1/.1291-5)88\ 

it seems this is a legitimate interpretation 

manuscript illustration of the carol actually identifies the dancers in terms 

of the in the following nrl'u..,...· pride, 't'll1't"oth leChe:rv sloth, ""' ...... ' ..... envy, and 

gluttony. 22) sexually implicit nature of the garden carol is further 

81 

88 
care, made for him a r.YU'11?lAl 

ThiJ 'Wtfr4lf miiit iij~ tit,,;;;. ftiW jiiiiij 
tress in order to make love. I What a lifo they 

Fleming, J.V.. cit.~ p. 82-3. 
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reinforced by the birds' songs, which, although pleasant to listen to, are 

nevertheless compared to the songs of the Sirens : 

Tant estoit cis chanz douz et biaus 
Q\uill ne sembloit pas chant doisiaus 
Ains Ie jJovoit ou aesmer 
En chanz de seranie de mer 
Q\ui/ par les voir queles ont saines 
Et on til apeJees seranies. (11.667-70)90 

90 It WQ3 :10 ~.t and bsautifol that it did 1Iot 341em the 301lg of a bird. One could com pars it rather with the 
s07lg of the sirans of the sea. who haYQ Ills name 'sirrm' on acount of their clear, pure VOiCQ3. 
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NARCISSUS (f. 9l") 

The rubric for miniature on 9r reads: QUi narcisus mourut en la fontaine. 

kneeling narratorldreamer Ies:SCU in his blue outer gSZi;!S into a well,. 

.............. , ..... by a tall on the and 8Il(nm:::r tree at head 

(Fig.23) TIlls is representing the which how the 

NarratorlDreamer found a fountain under the tallest in the garden~ and 

how he read an inscription cut on a marble stone under the pine which 

that there the fair Narcissus had died (the is not shown in 

illustration). poet recounts his version the Narcissus myth. In 

of knowing Narcissus" fate, dreamer overcomes apprehension, 

and gszles into fountain and sees two crystals. narrator explains 

that, like a . the crystals the whole garden. 

Si ni a si petite L'rUJLlc:;. 

reposte ne tant enclose 
Dont demo[n]strance ne soU faite 
A sele ert OU cristal portraite.(1l.1567 _70)91 

fountain the' could both positive and negative 

could symbolise the re.demptive fons vitae the . 

Life; or destructive power self-love hidden from sight 

Moreover,. Hult -r::r---

91 There is notlumz so small however 
were painted in detaiL 

that as well as and lor 

or shut up, is not shown in the as ij'it 
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highlighting the individual's perception, the fmmtain "is the image offiction 

itself,.92 Thus the Narcissus episode may have represented for mediaeval 

readers a deceptive surface reflecting deeper truths. In the text, as the 

dreamer looks into the well, he discovers that he can see the garden through 

two pierres de crista[ (I. 1538). Robertson suggests that these represent 

the dreamer's eyes which function like a mirror, because through them the 

entire g~den is visible to the dreamer, including the many beautiful roses. 93 

But there is a curiously different image in the Grey Roman Narcissus 

miniature. There is a silver cross in the fountain. Whether or not this was 

executed by the illuminator, or later by a revisionist, is not clear. If 

authentic, it would seem to confirm that the Roman could be read as a 

Christian allegory as well as a sexual quest. The truth apparently being 

revealed by the crystals is that the true quest should be for the love of God, 

rather than indulging in self-love. Perhaps the illustrator wishes to 

foreshadow the sermon of Genius in the second part of the Roman, where he 

refers to another fountain from which flows a threefold but unified stream of 

the Trinity, ... mes touzjours troiz et touzjours une .. (l.20477). 94 It lies not 

beneath a pine tree, but beneath a fruitful olive tree (a traditional symbol of 

Christ)9S which porte Ie fruit de salu (1.20523). 96 In this fountain there 

92 

93 

~ 

95 

96 

Huh, D. Self-Fulfilling Prophecies, p. 287. 
Robertson, Preface to Cbauett, p.95. 
.. but always three and always one .... 
Dahlberg, C. 1be Roman de La Rose. p. 419. 
... which wears the fruit of salvatiO!1 .. 
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shines a carbuncle which is round with three facets. The virtue of the stone is that 

each facet is worth as much as the other two. We are told that unlike the perilous 

fountain of Narcissus which makes the living dnmk with death, this fOWltain 

makes de mort en vivre .(1.20624) 97 

There is no doubt that the well of Narcissus is regarded by the 'planner' to be a 

central concept of the poem since it is prominently illustrated on the incipit folio. 

In another incipit page, B. M. MS Egerton 1069, the well is at the centre of the 

garden and is the source of the river which the Dreamer has crossed to approach 

the gate. (Fig.24) The Dreamer, having convinced himself that he was foolish 

to be frightened of it, is convinced 

De la fontaine cest la fins 
En tout /e monde na si bele 

Mel en yver ne puet mourir 
Mel que lamer ne puer tartr (11. 1528-1536)98 

Here the dreamer sees the crystals which are so marvellous and have such force 

that everything that adorned the garden 1 pert tot a orne (1. 1552)99 

Furthermore" we are assured 

97 

Que Ii cristaus sanz decevoir 
Tout lestre du verg\ier/ dencusent 

.. makes the dead alive. .. 
98 

.. .It Is the fountaIn offountaln: there 13 none so beauttJUlln all the world '" In wtnter It cannot the, nor can 
the watST stop flowing ... 
99 •• appears all In ordBr .. 

" 
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a ceus qui dedera [eve musent (ll. 1560-2)100 

The Dreamer describes the fountain as a miroire peril/eus ~. 157 1).101 In the 

second section of the poem, Nature discusses the characteristics of mirrors: 

Et qu I,cm/t ainsi sont deceu 
Ca qui tier choses ont veu 
Par miroierz ou p\arl distances 
Qui leur ent fer tier demonstrances 
Si bont p \uisl au peuple et Ie vantent 
Et ne dient pas vont amiz mente\nlt (11.18231-6) 102 

Moreover, the God of Love says that this boo~ because of the good seen in 

it, should be called The Mirror for Lovers provided that Reason be not 

believed (l. 10650- 54). It is clear, then, that the fountain symbolizes vision, 

both as secular and spiritual knowledge. 

I have noticed that in most of the manuscripts I have examined, there are 

many different images illustrated in the well of Narcissus. (Figs. 24-34) 

Some keep strictly to the text and portray Naricssus'reflection; others 

100 

water 
101 

.. the cystals reveal the whole condition of the garden, without deception, to those who gaze into the 

•. Q perilous mirror .. 
102 (mirrors), tJtJury hav6 no imp6dim6nt3, mads many miracw appear.Dtjfor6nt di3tance3, inlact, with mirror3, 
cre.:;~ great ckcaptior,s ..... a.s a re,,-.. I: many things are judged to be quit4J otJuJr than tJury are ... 
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Fig. 30 
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n.]\T. gopl MS 20 .'\ X\'II, f,,\. 14" 

Fig. 31 

Fig. 32 

B.M. M:l Stowe 947 

Fig. 34 
Fig. 33 

:' 

;Il .. ,rtli.' til '\'1:'" ;',il'I~I:n.HIt\ • ,. 

h ... : : I :. \ :r 1 \.' n I : \. ,', : i . .. II t,': I \ \ ill : ) i Il' B.N. Ms 12593 

B.N. fro Ms. 378 
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depict a swirling rose which illustrates the reference to the crystals revealing 

the whole of the garden; others show nothing at all which symbolizes the 

fact that since the Dreamer cannot attain what he most desires, he can see 

nothing on the surface of the water. 

Perhaps the cross illustrates the lines at the end of the second colwnn of the 

folio which ascribes Naricissw;' death to his great pride and resistance to 

Love: 

103 

Lars se sot am\orls b\ieln venchier 
Du gr\anlt orguei/ et du dangie,J°J 

TMn Love knew hqw to avenge himselffor (Narcissus ') grwt pride and resistance. .. 
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The lines immediately preceding miniature 35 ) tell us that it was 

that Cupid, son of sowed the of love UJ.ll..",u resulted 

fountain being named Fontaine d' Amors, of which many have spoken in 

remam 

romances, but which 

Mes james noirez miels desc\r/ive 
La verite de la matere 

the ....... "."""_ .... , to be 

Q\ua/nt awe Ie misterre (11. J 599-1602)104 

so powerful for the Dreamer/author that momeJtlt 

he was to haunted by lost vision: 

tant en ai puis soupire (1. 1608)lOS 

He overcome, nn1IVP.1U'P'f' by a "'_·u-"" a ~lQnl~ the roses reflected in 

fountain. Indeed, we are told that not even a visit to Paris or Pavia would have 

58 

deterred him from determination to 'n .... u·_ towards the roses. The cnCllce of 

these OatnClllat cities is 'U!)Jlll.u.""a.a.JU.~ for both were reputed places lecJ::lery in the 

Middle Ages. 106 Eventually one particular bud draws ~ and the miniature 

portrays dreamer out of 

An interesting feature of this illustration is that the dreamer/narrator has 

104 

10' 

106 

.. but, wfulnl have revealAd mystery. you Will. never htlar the truth 
Alas.! How I hav!I sighed since then because mirror. 
Riverside p. note 1246. 
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bud draws him, and the miniature portrays the dreamer at the fountain 

singling out one beautiful rosebud out of many. An interesting feature of 

this illustration is that the dreamer/narrator has shed his outer blue robe 

which can be seen hanging from the tnmk of the tall pine on the left. 

59 

Perhaps this symbolizes the Dreamer's willingness to open himself to this 

new experience by shedding his inhibitions. This could also symbolize the 

vulnerability of the dreamer who is thrown into relief against a gleaming gold 

background. . His vulnerability is illustrated in the following miniature. 
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Z.u.THE GOlD OJF LOVE SJH(oorrS lrHE DREAMJ6R (f+:llOV) 

At the very moment the dreamer (who is now dressed in his outer blue robe), 

had singled out the rosebud (represented by a single thorny branch), the 

God of Love emerges to shoot the dreamer through his eye then into his 

heart: 
Le dier dam]\orls qui larc tendu 

II a tantost pris une floiche 
Et q \uan/t la corde lu mise en coche 
II entesa jusqua loreille 
Larc qui estoit fors a mervoille 
Et !raut a moi par tel devise 
Q\uel par mi lueil ma OU cuer mise 
sa saiete p\arl gr\an/t rOidor(lI.1681-94)lo7 

Although the arrow remains in Love's bow, there is no mistaking the passage 

of the arrow because a black line has been drawn from the bow to the 

Dreamer's eye. (Fig.36) Suzanne Lewis argues that it is not literalism alone 

that motivated these striking images of eye penetration, but a "desire to focus 

the reader's attention on the centrality of vision in the discourse", The 

illustration emphasises that the Dreamer's desire for the Rose was aroused not by 

what he felt but by what he saw There is no mention of the God of Love being up 

a tree in the text" and it is not a usual depiction, if at all" in other manuscripts. 

Not only does this illustrate the covert stalking operation 

101 a The God of Love with drawn bow .... took hold of an arrow and when the string was very tight, he puJkd it 
up to his ear, shot at me in such a way that with greatforce he sent the point through the eye and into my heart ... 
I07b Lewis, S., op. cit, p.227. 
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he had been involved in, but the tree is a reminder of both the Tree of Life 

and the Tree of Babylon. Thus ambiguously, Arnor can either represent the 

agent of good or evil, God or Satan. As depicted in many miniatures in 

other mediaeval manuscripts, he has wings and is wearing a golden crown 

symbolic of spiritual authority. The path of the arrow displays a new 

power relationship~ with the reversal of its direction. The Dreamer now 

becomes subject to the will of the God ofLove~ who then~ according to the 

text, reinforces the initial activation of desire by driving it further into his 

heart. 
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Z.J14. THE DREAMER BECOMES THE LOVER (F.llllV) 

The miniature on 11 v shows the Dreamer on his knees gazing at the God of 

Love who is literally 'locking his heart': 

et ferrna rna In! cuer si sauef 
qua g\ra/nt paine senti la clef (11 2009-10)108 

For the first time (apart from the incipit page), the rubric proclaims Lamant. 

(Fig.37) No longefis he merely the Dreamer. Henceforth he will be 

known as the Lover. The locking of his heart symbolizes the Dreamer's 

surrender to his emotions, and his single-minded pursuit of love. The 

strength of the God of Love's power over the Lover is visually reinforced by 

a white line connecting their eyes. The God of Love proceeds to deliver a 

long speech in which he gives his commands to the Lover. 

loa .. an.d locked my heart so softly that I hardlyfolt the key 
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After being instructed by the God of Love, ,0"' .... , .... ...".,.. and then abandoned 

by Fair Welcoming, and threatened the next miniature on 17v 

depicts the Lover talking to a lady wearing a crovvn the door to her 

(Fig. ) The rubric under miniature is res an. and the 

conventional description a lady: 

is meant to 

El ne fo jaine ne chanuet 

Ne fo trap haute ne trap basse 
Nefo trop ne trap c\ralsse 
Li aiel qui en san chief estoient 
Qune chandeles reluisaient 
Si aut au chief une corone 
Bien resembloit haute p\erlsone (11.2978-84/09 

to the the and philosophical 

63 

associated than construct a portrait shining 

which the illustrator has attempted portray by making 

them darker with shadows, are not meant to ret:lroclU'~ beauty> but to 

wisdom, just as her crovvn denotes authority. 110 fact that 

is not too or nor tall or short, characterises the objectivity of 

109 She was neither young nor white with age, neither too tall nor too neither too thin nor too fat; 
the eyes in. her head shone like candles, and she wore a crown on her head. she looked like a person. of high 
estate. 
110 Fleming, 
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64 
has also nff,,,. .......... +"'.A to reproduce by 

making Lady Reason shorter than the Lover by placing her on steps 

~""~+"U~A'F<i to her tower. lover holds up one hand to his face apparently 

mCllICSLnng annoyance protrude on his 

leave which is surpnsmg ""'-' ..... .;"L .... ·'"' ... ~ ... l". the substance of Lady 

admonishment suggestion that should curb 

carries a large glove!> there is no mention in the text. 

no one iconographic -""'JJ ........ , ....... ~ .• v ...... for the glove; II' lstt~aa. it was ..., ............. ..... 

a variety meanmgs. It could signifY a challenge ifheld in the 

hand, it could mean the approach to a higher could be a 

authority or submission~ or .. "" ....... """''''' ..... T or 111 Most 

meanings could be relevant the text. We know that the 

thought 

Bien haute (/. 

The glove is held in his right hand, so it could TP1'\,TPC'pnT respectful 

approach to .U"""'..l"""i rank 

111 

Que Dieu men"iellement 
A sa semblance a symage 
et Ii dona tel avantage 
quele a povoir segnorie 
de gard\erl home de folie 
Pour quil sou la craie. (/i. 

of high estate. 

The 

IS 

with 

112 

111 her personally in his IJlCeJ'less and in. his image and gave her such advan.tage that 
she has the pomr and thlJJ lordship to kelJJP prOVided that he be such that he believe her. 
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thus indicating that the glove could be a recognition of Lady Reason's authority, or 

the Lover's intention to submit to her authority. But at the same time, Lady 

Reason's speech makes it clear that the Lover is consumed with : 

.. .Ii maus qui amors a non 
au il na se folie non. (II. 3041_2)114 

The glove, therefore, could symbolise the Lover's lust and passion. 

Perhaps the illustrator intended the glove emblem to be ambiguous. The Lover 

does not carry a glove in his next interview with Lady Reason, (folio 43v) which 

significantly is when he finally rejects Reason. 

11-4 
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2.16. SHAME AND FEAR AWAKE DANGER (if.ZllV) 

Despite the Lover coming into contact with several more personifications, i. e. 

Friend, Openness, Pity, Fair Welcoming, Foul Mouth, Jealousy as well as Venus, 

there are no miniatures until Folio 21 v under which the rubric reads: 

Avez ci si \commlme honte et paour 
vindrenta dang\ierl et Ie suellierent 

Shame and Fear are shown looking down on Danger with their hands held up in 

reproach. (Fig.39) Danger is depicted lying on a grassy motmd, tmder a just 

discernible hawthorn tree, corresponding to the text: 

si ant trouve Ie peisant 
desoiz un aubespin gis \{mlt. 
II at en leu de eheveeel 
a son ehief derbe un gr\an/t moneel 
et eommancoit a someillier (II. 3671-5//5 

His club is at the ready over his left shoulder, recalling the incipit folio miniature. 

66 

Although there is no mention of his club either here or anywhere else in the poem, 

Danger was usually depicted with his club in mediaeval texts which obviously 

symbolises his violent nature. 

115 "They found the peasant lying b~neath a hawthorn. Instead of a pillow. h~ had. at hi.1 head. a larg~ heap 
o/grass. and h8_ "'~ ~6glnnmg to_s~p.': __ __ _ 
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Fig. 40 
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2.11.,. THE AUTHOR PORTRAIT (f.,Z~pr) 

the end a 

miniature in ... """""v .... _ column of f r: a seated figure .. ""...1""' ........ abookata 

lecteIll, with rubric: 

\comlmence iehan de meun 

There nrnJI1""~h ... r no reference end of Guillaume~s secl~lon the text (in 

common with most continued Roman). Where miniatures occur at this point, 

most are se81teCl. either writing or "" ............. "'F.!. The rubric does not indicate whether 

the author is Guillaume or Jean, but two pieces of evidence 

portrait Guillaume: scribe, a beardless tonsured cleric 

dressed looks exactly like figure portrayed in incipit; second, he 

appears to writing at the end folio of a bound . which could 

symbolize end ofms story. ) This is a indication that 

narrator/dreamerlIover/author are Ad .. · ....... ""'" ... nmrl~eJntaJnor1S of same a.\"fl.."«W..I.I.. 

Since it commonly believed mediaeval books were transcribed on 

parchment leaves and only later folded and bound into volumes, Hult ........ ,..,.1">_"' ..... 

that to the figure writing in a book is a way a visual, figurative and 

tundanlen1tall) unrealistic authorial faculty; 
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produce sheets and authors produce books. 116 Moreover, the figure is sitting on a 

bench which contains shelves with books indicating the erudition of the writer. 

Although one does not assume a verisimilar portrait of the living model, that does 

not mean that the theme of authorship with the Rose text is not being exploited in 

some way through the illustrations. The seated author portrait was a conventional 

motif in religious works, as, for example, the illuminated gospels where the 

evangelists were portrayed sitting at a sloping desk at their work writing with a 

quilled pen in one hand and scraping knife for erasures in the other, so this is 

perhaps an ironic overturning of what had been strictly a theological iconographic 

motif 

ll6 
Hu.1t.J? S~If-Fuijjllina Proohecig. p.80. __ _ 
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Fig. 41 
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The next miniature, occurring some three thousand lines of 

43v, marks the end ofa discourse by Lady Reason in which she is 

who 

trying to the Lover of the folly of 

Quant reson mot sen retome 
se me relet pensis marne (11. 7299-300)117 

miniature shows Lady slightly bowed as 

after her pensis 1. 7300 (Fig.41). 

illustration marks a speech by Lady ...... "''''''''v .... 

of his fony, 

in order to f't1!::,,"'A"I1 

... qui entendroit fa leitre 
Le senz verroit en lescriture 
Qui! esclarcist la chose oscure. 
La reposfu 
Seroit sele ierl esposte 

se b\ie/n 
mlieJ?llmc~nz aus poetes 

vrai vue gr\an/t p\ar/tie 
secrez de philosofie (11. 71v":"-<.;UJ 

but 

the 

convmce 

But the Lover is not to deterred~ he will only try interpret the poets 

when he has Love: 

117 "When Reason heard me. she turned back and again left me and sad," 
He who understood the letter would see in the the sense which the rJu.w":ur'" 

llll 

The truth hidden within would be cuw:r were explained. You understand it well if you review the 
"will see a Large part secrets oflJ!':ilo,S'OlJl.'. 
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Mes des poetes les sentences 
Les fables et les methafoices 
.Ne beie pas a gloser ores 
Mes se ie puis estre gueris 
Et Ii servise miert meris 
Dont a gr\an/t guerredon atens 
B\ien/ Ie glosere tout a tens.. (II. 7190-96)1/9 

That Reason has lost all authority with the Lover is illustrated by both her 

70 

lack of a crown, and the absence of her outer robe, as well as the fact that the 

Lover does not carry his large glove in this encounter with Lady Reason. The 

only other miniature to show him carrying a glove is on Folio 62v. 

119 Bu.t as for the sentences, fables, and metphors of the poets, I do not now hope to gloss them ... if my 
service, for which I t::qJUt.w great a reward is meritorioU$, 1 shalJ. gloss them all. In time .. 
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z .. 

Approximately three thousand lines later, there is a miniature of the 

and another figure (not immediately recognisable) each brandishing a ~ ... "".l'" 

The miniature occurs a .......... " ............ where the God of Love is 

admonishing the Reason earlier ). 

lines immediately preceamg which is placed at 

second column, 

cueur b \ieln estable 
est rnalem \en/t plain de doute 

Et tacordoies a reson 
Nestoies tu mauves hom (II. 10325-6. 10336-8) 120 

The lines which follow the J. ..... u,uu..'",-, m column are the Lover's 

contrite reply and reiteration therefore appears 

to illustrate the lover asking for having wavered in 

his oath offealtv. 
.I 

IS J. ... v" .......... 1=. an 

. 
m hand (an 

approach to and holding his in his left hand, 

indicating authority. But at the same emblem also has the 

connotation of lust. All of meaning were present in the 

120 "Your heart is not very steadfast. but UJ'1.1lJ'ruJllue!.v agreed With Reason. 
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miniature on 43v, which illustrated Reason leaving the Lover. Thus the glove 

emblem emphasises the diametrically opposed positions presented to the Lover by 

Lady Reason and the God of Love. But if the figure on the right is the .God of 

Love, the question must be asked as to why the person does not wear his crO"WIl or 

possess vvings. Instead of a crown he wears a small hat. This figure is dressed 

like the Lover except that the Lover is wearing a blue robe with yellow stockings, 

and this figure wears a yellow robe with blue stockings. Both have a dagger at 

their belt. A possible alternative interpretation of this miniature, therefore, is that 

the two figures represent the Lover's internal struggle between reason and love, 

the rational and the irrational. The figure on the left, with his outer robe of blue 

representing the presence ofms inhibitions, portrays Reason, who points an 

accusing finger at Love on the right who makes a gesture of repudiation. Their 

daggers symbolise internal conflict, while the gloves could be emblematic of 

featureS already mentioned, i.e., submission, authority and lust. 
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There are two rubrics on Folio 65r. middle of the first at end 

of lines 14, 15 and 16, there is written: 

comment lIes bar/ons au dieu dam \orls sacord 

and in the second column above the .............. r' ... 't"~ ..... .,.. 

Delit et b \ie/n der vont v\anque/rre honte desto \nt/ 

les baronnes v\anquerre destituer piege. 

miniature shows Delight and Skillful Concealment on either ofatower, 

dressed in armour and aiming hatchets agajnst the turrets. (Fig.43) A third 

.... i"'o ......... attacks from left rear with a spear which protrudes out of the frame over 

the tower. This baron difficult to ......................... J the text names 

and Abstinence attacking the rear gate, as well as Courtesy, Generosity, Boldness 

and Security taking part in the siege. A silhouette at the barred window indicates 

Bel AcueiI.. is a blue robe lying at 

_ .......... _ of the Lady agaInSt her mCJU'cc:ratlton .. it 

also recalls the ....... ""' .............. i'!i of the outer blue robe at the Well of Love 

where was overcome a desire for the rosebud.It was SU2:geste<.t that the 

-off robe in miniature (Folio lOr) might 
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his inhibitions which could be relevant in this instance in that the Lover has whole-

heartedly given himself to Love and is battling against Reason. It is significant 

that this tower resembles the tower of Lady Reason on folio 17v. 

· " 
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2.2Jl.TJH[JE GOID Of LOVE speaks to FALSE ... SJEEMJ[NG (if.66v) 

A rubric appears at the bottom of column 1 on Folio 66v: Am\orls plar/le a 

faussemblant which is followed by the miniature at the top of column two, 

depicting the God of Love with wings and crown remonstrating with False-

Seeming. (Fig. 44) The miniature has been slightly damaged at the top right-

hand corner making it difficult to clearly see the face and wings of the God of 

Love. False- Seeming is dressed in a black outer robe over a white cassock 

and wears a rosary at his belt which illustrates his own description later in the 

text when he declares that 

and 

and 

Cest la celeet la plus seure 

Souz la plus hu\m/ble vesteure 

Religieus sont m\oullt couvers 

Li seculer sont plus ouvers (11.11013- 6i21 

Pour les genz aveugler y habit 
Je ne quiers sans plus q\uel labit 
Q\uel/ que vous diroie en mise guise 
Comme il me plestje me desguise (1. 11217~20)122 

Et affubler ma renardie 
Du mantel de papelardie (l1.115E-24) 123 

121 The safest hiding-place is under the most humble garment. The religious are very covert, the 
worldy more open. 
122 I dwell. in religion to trick people. What can I tell.you? It pleases me to disguise myself.. 
123 I prefer to cover myfox-lIke nature under a cover of holiness. 
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The reference to False-seeming's ~fox-like' nature is reminiscent of the fox 

figme in the marginalia on the incipit folio, which fore-shadowed this theme 

of hypocrisy. The prominence given to False-seeming's digression, (some 

two hundred lines), also bears witness to its importance in the poem. In BN 

~1S fro 25526, there is a marginal representation of a fox and a wolf, both 

emblematic of Fa us Semblant. 
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Fig. 46 
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~(Ll(Cunf 'n~uit feu m( It'litl1t 

~,. nut M1fl~a.1!'yi (ai'l ny~it 
Jet i~ tn! mi$ 6,rll ~n ",,"urlll 
1'.cuzcrqnii' mtH pliLtjtrcm~fnt 
(~U€ }J m,lri'zit'lL5 try' (ct"fc 
ffot.S(tl ~trn~tc(t(amorf. 

1~ J.
4oncfn/ian ~ rommQnt 

15(1 qt2C ~ ~a'ftj(,,! t'mtlant 
~ runt ~" 1"[( \I (-m pttnli'l 
jf,n qm ijtmt tout 11>)1 &/i~ 1 

, 'fl/h, r~ tmt1$ rmfi!t TD(in ; 
-~tQ.mptiff~Qn(4rtut¥n 
Ji(qncmt .a~~",i6,.b 
'eOtrt I ott rfutm tnt 1m m Of yoi~ 
;Lr 6OtJtOll P'ljll~ a ((rO'I)~Z . 
iCl1r~ui.s t'llV{ftl1 ran.gf}ocljt~ 
'(?mJt(s m ~ pin qlotJ Wl ~ . 
~5 01011 q}cs ("lofi~ (t mout)lZ 
~~ ia uur ~ts'ZanJ.s lr(,tt~· 
JLn tty 6t)U~·1in' 6l1f(~ 
15t (til U1t'n antmnt it" (Ole, 
eULitmcz un ptu~ l·,fl-D'lLf 
l1u"lnh1tt atl.n'l t"l~ (couoyt 
JU ~lt (I ~:llll.) ~q;'l mt~ 
JSnfal (t" tiS t~UL illllLS t'lI~) 
rZtamn Pfu «~,!1ini}' ~~nb~; 
~uont j,,~ II ~UWtl ,1fO(q.c 
C~ 1ut 'Puna' lr~n.sftJJrtou(.fiit 
.u")~lI1- res rttli fltUCS '1~()rt(~tZ 
CLlt-ic fhnJto}'t tout ct}~l 
(Ju/~U(,s J11 (Otlb ~ ~utO""a. 
.iC'mntHc if 'U~ {t"tlif',· ~6cm tfl' 
§i tis r~.s (r ult{fez t'a:.5,..q~&lint'.5 
b'J..pirs(t br17ufu//iJlL a peines 
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z.zz THE LOVER PLUCKS THE ROSE (f.ll34j.ll) 

As already noted, the original last gathering is missing and presumably the last 

illumination. We do not know why the original leaves are missing. Perhaps it 

was due to damage or loss; but there is a possibility they were destroyed, since 

the content could be read pornographically, and there were sharp critics of the 

Roman who attacked the text on these grounds. 124 There has been no attempt to 

match the style of the earlier miniatures. Instead, on Folio 134r, there is a black 

and white miniature which is a copy of a woodcut illustration from an 

incunabulwn in the Lyons series L.ii. (Fig.46) This series comprises eighty-five 

separate cuts which have, in ~ been freely copied from earlier illuminated 

manuscripts. Bourdillon comments that these woodcuts, although technically 

superior, show no sign of having consulted the text of the work. 12S (Figs. 47-51) 

F or example, the garden wall has become a wooden paling fence, and on the 

outside of the fence there is a rough structure which resembles a well- head. 

124 

123 
Huot, S., Cp. Cit., p.12. 
Bourdillon., F.W., The Early Editiom oftbc..B.o!ll.CIlLciB..laBQ96, p.83 _. 

• t 

I 
i 
j 
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§ r 12 . L'Am:>.i1c ga:ners th: Rose. 

Cuts from Series L. i. 

§ 111. L'Amant gathers the Rose . 

Ctors f~om Series L.i;. 

Fig. 49 Fig. 50 

§ 1 12. L' Amant gathers the Rost:. 

§ I 12. L'A:::~nt gather~ the Rose. 
Cut, from Serie; \ . . ii. 

CutS from Series \' .i. 

Fig. 51 

§ I 12. L' Aman t gathers the Rost: . 

Cut; from Ser ie3 P.V.i . 
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<C<Q)N<CLU§][(Q)N 

THAT the Illiniatures 

the Grey ROHlaIJ fa 

1lJDr1l e<1[llJ( at II y 'Ul \I. '''' IJ."" 1r-=""',1rn oiF the 

existing eighteen are located in section attributed Guillaume 

Lorris. one includes miniatures which should have occurred on 

mHsStnlg folios, and miniature which was replaced the copy of the 

woodcut twenty would been in the the first ':>V""<''''IJ''J.. as opposed to five 

in the The following diagram shows layout of 

(including those presumed lost): 
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Folio 1 
.J.. 

"" 6 
9r 
10.1' 
to'll 
ltv 

17v 

Dreamer In bedl Dreamer bating sleeves. 
Hate! FeionylVtllalnyl AvariceJCo"etousness 
Envy/Sorrow/Old Age/Pope-HollnwIPovertylIdleness 
The Carol ofDeduit 
Namssus 
Dreamer at Well or Love 
God of Love shoots Dreamer 
Dreamer becomes Lmer 

Lover lectured by Reason 

Shame and Fear Awake 

241' Author Pol'tJ"att 
............................... END OF FIRST SECTlON. .................................... . 

43v Reason leaves Lover 

62'11 Lover reiterates loyalty to God of Love 

651" 
66v 

Assault on Tower 
God or Love and Rei I:!. 

134r Lover plucks rose 

common~ then, with Roman la Rose manuscripts, density 

illustrations devoted to Guillaume's poem is much higher. Some 

manuscripts have no illustrations at in the second section. It therefore 

seems probable that first section was presented by the author as a 

79 

finished work although there is only one ""Vi,t'Tii"\ manuscript which occurs 

by 126 fact m majority cases Roman de la IS 

\vith first se<:~on.a sections points popularity of 

the continuation ...... TI~.,. ... than the possibility the section was 

126 
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unfInished, which scholars have suggested. 121 Planners appear to have 

"inherited' a of illustration which had been employed to illustrate 

Guillaume de Lams' poem. to a tTr&l>l:loT~ or J....,~.:J'...,1. extent, they added 

Jean de section. Although there are manuscripts which 

have extens;n illustrated second such as Pygmalion MS 

!lvi' ...... ..-rI Douce 195~ Roman de la Rose manuscripts have if any~ 

illustrations after the end of Guillaume de Loms' poem, yet c:!nQ1I"'P a similar picture 

cycle for the first section. However~ although many of the illuminations are 

conventional in their arrangement" by their very no two manuscripts are 

exactly alike in either their text or lliul!lllJnatlon , and is in their lttel~ences that 

the researcher be to find some slgnm.C8l1ce to contribute to 

of the Rose and its meaning its mediaeval I have attempted to 

indicate each miniature appears to add to or deviate from the text of 4c12, 

which may point to a particular interpretation work by planner or 

illustrator the Roman la Rose manuscript. 

It is the Grey inaptt folio illustration which prepares viewer for the of 

work to follow. Although conventionally opening with an illumination 

slef~Omtg:figure narrator/dreamerllover which the of the 

127 
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prophetic dream vision, with a swirling rosebush behind the sleeping figure 

representing the topic of the dream, love, it is the second frame, linked by Danger, 

depicting the Poet'Dreamer/Lover at the Fountain, which emphasises the 

Fountain's central importance in the poem, a deceptive surface reflecting deeper 

truths, further developed by the unique image of the cross in the fountain on folio 

9r, and the discarding of the lover's cloak/inhibitions on folio lOr. \\That is 

unusual about this opening page, is that the marginalia also contribute to the 

foreshadowng of the poem's theme: on the lower border , the hound representing 

the lover's hunt~ above the stork, with its mitred head symbolizing the hypocrisy 

of the friars as does the fox below~ the foolishness of the lover rejecting reason 

depicted by the grotesque, half bird, half man; and the five medallions which 

foreshadow the stages of the Dreamer's ambiguous pursuit of erotic or spiritual 

love. The illustrator of MS 4c12~ then, has not only enriched the work for 

mediaeval readers, but has provided the modem reader with clues as to how the 

poem was interpreted. 

--
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Before ending this dissertation, I wish to express my concern about the 

manuscript on which I have ""'n, .... v"'.'" In a countIy such as 

Africa is beset so many social problems where 

European cultural influence certain to diminis~ thought to 

be given to the Grey Collection" s 

mean that research and priorities already 

away from mediaeval so that scholarly . in the Collection will 

inevitably decline. Given the likely development of national library 

policies new as they the of the Collection 

will """"..,.""""""" of through or 

I ... ""1.""",,,. ...,~.., ..... "" .... for umque 

to be including the possibility of 

an the resources and corrnnnmlem 

to care properly_ 
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Med. 
French. 

Guillaume de Loms and Jean de Meun. Roman la Rose. Central 

Ul-l:~:emFrance. s. xiv (c.1325 - 1350) 

Vellum. 135 c. 290 x mID. Collation: (ex 8. lacking 2 and 4~ after 1 and 3; 
present f. 6 originally after 4. now follows (ex lacking 19 after iv - xv8 tpfloselrlt 
IT. 111.1 11 116, after 1 114. 116. respectively); xvi-xvii8 (IT. 
original; 2 Wolia. 133-4, added to replace last three of original 

Double column. numbers varying from 40-42 but mostly in 
plummet (not visible). vertical lines at of each column from top to bottom of 
folio. Evidence of pricking at Main text written in brown ink Gothic semi-
quad rata - Capitals, often decorated with flourishes. written on central vertical 
separated word. and in Roman numerals at 
except ii red which the 
the textual content. the text is noted in ...." .... ri .. 

Sometimes marginal notes occur with the Bound eighteenth..century light 
leather with stamped gilt shell and spray pattern on inner and outer border on 

spine which is bound on bands and with applied maroon leather between ftrst 
second with gilded ROMAN LA ROSE. edges on all sides 

18 (14 Guillaume Loms' section and it is probable 
a further five would occurred on nussmg 2 4). within rec'lanigutar 

hnrl1f>N of blue and red bands with geometric patterning, framed at outer edges by strips of gold 
or blue; sprigs at outer corners. Backgrounds are solid or diapered in 
gold, blue red with tracery. from first which measures nearly 
1he page, one which up nearly a of1he U}T1·n ....... 

lIl1Iuai1ues measure s. x 70 mm. f. 132, there is a pencil and copy of an illu:stration 
one of the early printed editions Roman 13 Rose. There are numerous 
usually indicating new on a blue and/or 

background with white nQr'",,..,, 

half-page double miniature (130 x 115) on the folio, divided vertically 
1he is in a square of red with a pattern. the 
miniature, the dreamer poet Guillaume de Loms is wi1h a background of a rose 
tree many roses, and 1he figure of Danger with a club over one The dub 
eXk:nds into miniature the dreamer is basting his in front of a which 
flows into an enclosed garden out of which are three tree. An initial M ends in a 
straight border which extends at angles the lower and outer margins, in a 

which are three golden balls. Five interrupt border. 
and shoulders dreamer a grotesque. The grotesques 

The medallion depicts 
dreamier as a rose. At the top of the lower border there are small 
droll ilgures: a a dog and a Sprigs leaves branch out from the border. The 
relllalIltlllg miniatures depict personifications of Sorrow. Old Hypocrisy, Poverty, Courtesy. 

such as and 1he of Love. 
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Text: The Roman de la Rose, one of the most widely read works of the Middle Ages, was 
composed by two authors at more than a forty-year interval. It was begun about 1230 by 
Guillaume de Lorris who completed 4058 lines and the second. longer portion of approximately 
17,000 lines was composed by Jean de Meun. Briefly it tells of a lover who falls in love with a 
rose he·has seen in an enclosed garden. Various allegorical gods and personifications seek to 
prevent him from winning his love until he finally succeeds. The two poets have little in 
common: Guillaume de Lorris' work celebrates "courtly love", whereas Jean de Meun reflects the 
interests and tastes of a later generation, and his continuation created a furore. 
Over two himdred copies still exist, and the condition of the manuscript in the Grey Collection 
reveals that it was used a great deal. 

Provenance: The manuscript was listed during the nineteenth century in the following 
catalogues: Wills & Sotheran. Aug. 25,1857. p.8., No. 202~ £10.10/-~ Sotheby & Wilkinson,Apr. 
2,1859, p. 200. Lot 880. Sold to Quaritch. £30. The auction catalogue of the MSS. of Guglielmo 
Libri.)~QuaritchCat.146,April.1S.1859.p.42.No.606;£36; QuaritchCat,156.Feb.IS, 
1860. p. 56. No. 606, £36. Donated to the South African Library by Sir George Grey in 1861. 
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APPENDIX 2: Miniatures 

1 r: Occupies nearly half of YIfitlen page; a double miniature (130 x 115mm) in a 
in blue with a gold zig-zag pattern. In the left miniature, the poet 

(Guillaume de lonis) is depicted as sleeping in a conventional pose propped up ::lI"l!llinc:t 

pillows. In the backgound a swirling rose tree with many roses; Also figure of Danger 
with a club over one arm; the club extends into the right miniature which shows the 
dreamer sleeve in front of a which flows into an enclosed garden out of 
which are growing three stylized trees, with a background of and blue with 
white patterns. The indpit only in this The initial 

M ends in a border which extends at right angles along the lower and outer 
m~rt"tirle ending in a stork's beak in which there are three golden balls. Five medallions 
interrupt the border. The first four contain the head and shoulders of the dreamer and a 
grotesque. The point to ears, and nose of the 

nr.::.~m,,,l'as a with a rose. At 
top of the border are three small droll frgures: a bird, a dog and a fox. 

Sprigs of ivy leaves branch out from the border. 

F. 2 r: 1 st column, 13 miniature measures x 50 mm with a square outer 
border in blue and gold, with ivy leaf sprigs at each corner. Three figures: dreamer 
in blue, a lady in green (Envy) and another figure. 

F.2 v: 1 st column, after 15 lines of text; in blue and with ivy at 
each corner; diamond geometric background in blue and gold; female personification: 

Tristrece (Sorrow). 

F. 2 v 2nd column, after 16 lines of text; standing with crutch; Vlellece; 
background: square geometric design in red, blue and white. 

F. 3 r. 12 lines two figures: (?) figure, Popelardie 
(Holy Pope or ypocrite). Background, blue and gold tesselation, with square border and 
corner ivy leaf sprigs. 

V. 2nd column at top; figure of a nun kneeling with back to altar: Poverty. 

F.6 r. After 16 lines of text, miniature extending over two columns; nine figures against 
square gold corner ivy sprigs; Dreamer 
c!Ar<,,,,,,rf from right, back to viewer but feet pointing opposite way; Courtesy leading 
Dreamer into the garden to join in dance. 

F. 9 r: 1st column, after 16 lines of text; Narcissus gazes into the well where there is an image 
of a cross; two stylized trees on either side; background of red, blue and gold squares, 
and usual square in red with ivy corner comer of 
gold. 

F. 10 r. 1st column after 28 lines of text; Dreamer at the Well of love where he falls in love with 
the rose; gold background with square border on three sides one 
gold red border on remaining side with gold ivy leaf 

F. 10. v2nd column at top; three sides blue border, fourth side gold; ivy leaf comer sprigs; 
tesselated red and blue background; the Gad of love shoots Dreamer with arrows from 
the of a tree. 
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after 12 lines of t\VO figures: Dreamer ~nlYW:o.c:; 
~I'tll"'''''blue with ivy comer 

F .17 v. Column top taking up 18 text; two borders and two with zig 
zag patterning; t\VO figures, one standing at entrance of a background squares of 
red and blue; advising against God of 

v: 2nd column, after 9 lines; blue and gold ""'>1"""'" border; blue and gold background; 
and awake Danger. 

F.24 r: 2nd Column, after 6 
feet which is red and 
under which are 

square blue border with zig zag pattern except under figures 
red blue; Jean de Meun on a bench 

tonsured writing at a desk. Ivy leaf comer 

F.43 v: column at gold with patterned border with comer leaves; 
background tesselated blue and gold; Lover. 

F. v. 2nd column at end; square blue border with gold and comer with 'Ny leaf 
Blue red squares background; discourse betwenn God of and Lover (?). 

r: 2nd column at end; t\VO sides blue, t\VO gold, aU with ivy leaf comers; t\VO figures 

F. 136r. 

beside tower with gold background; the attack on the tower of shame. 

2nd column at top; 
with False-seeming. 

in gold with ivy leaf comers; God of 

column at facsimile pen on pencil outline; plucking rose. 
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lr 1 + ? 23 Romat'..s de Ia rose /ou wI damors .... 
IOllte enclose 

Iv 2 21 Lamanl 
21' 1 Envie 
2v 2 24 Viellece 

2 21 Ypoc\ri1'e 
1 33 Ri 

34 chece 
91' 1 narcisus mou,.,a en lafontaine 
15v 1 39 Lanumt 
16v 2 19 Lamont 
171' 1 24 Lamont 
17v 1 18 Re,fon 
17v 2 23 Lamanl 
17v 2 Reson 
181' 1 Lamont 
181' 2 Amis 
18v 1 6 Lama\nlt 
18v 2 26 Amis 
18v 2 37 Lamant 
19r 1 37 Frmlchise 
191' 2 25 Pilie 

1 18 Dang\ier/ 
19v 1 25 Franchise 
19v 1 40 Lamant 
20r 1 18 Belilcueil1 
201' 1 Lamant , 25 Venu.s ., 

20v 1 6 LamanJ 

20v 2 13 Malebouche 
20v 2 38 Jalousie 

I Belacueil 
1 30 Honte 

21r 2 Jalousie 
2tv 2 25 Ave: d si \com/me hOnle & paour 

26 vimuent a danglJerl lesuellierent 
221' 1 30 paor 

2 6 Lauctleurl 
22r 2 12 Dangier 
22r 2 30 Lamant 
241' 2 22 Ci \Comlmence mestre iehmJ meun 

1 
1 Lamont 
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25v 1 13 Realm 
25v 1 14 Lomant 
25v 1 15 Reaon 

1 Lamant 
25v 1 18 Reaun 
25v 1 19 reso\nl 
25v 1 22 Reaon 
25v 1 32 IImlO\nlt 

1 Re 
38 aon 

26r 2 13 Reaon 
2 21 Lamanl 

28r 1 24 Reaon 
1 lamalnlt 

32r 1 20 Reao" 
32r 2 29 

30 mant 
32v 2 7 ReaDn 
33:r 1 7 Lamant 
33r 1 13 ReaDn 
33:r 1 14 Lamo1n!t 

1 18 
33r 1 20 lama\trlt 

1 Reaon 
3Jr 1 27 Lomant 
3Jr 1 27 Reaon 
33r 1 31 Lamant 
33r 1 32 ReaDn 
33r 1 39 Lamont 
33r 1 40 
33r 2 2 Lamont 
33r 2 4 Reaon 
33r 2 10 Lamant 
33r 2 Re 

son 
33r 2 23 Lamant 

2 Reaon 
33r 2 33 Lomont 
33r :1 35 Re.Jon 
33v 1 15 Lamant 
33v 1 16 ResDn 
34r 2 Lamant 
34v 1 4 Lamant 
34v 1 23 Reaon 
34v :1 11 Lamant 
34v 2 12 Reson 
35r :1 19 LIJ11U111J 
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35r 2 23 Reson 
40r 1 8 Li ,.ois al!Sus 
4tv 2 20 Lama\nlt 
42r 1 21 Reson 
42r 2 17 Lamont 
42r 2 Reso\nl 
43v 1 25 Lamont 
441' 1 11 Lamont 
44r 1 13 Amis 
44r 1 14 Lam\anlt 
44r 1 17 Amis 
44r 1 31 Lama\nlt 
44r 2 to Lamont 
47r 2 31 Lamont 
47v 1 15 Amis 
47v 2 /amant 
47v 2 27 Amis 
47v 2 /ama\nlt 
48r 1 1 Amis 
49r 1 18 Amis 
49r 2 . Amis 

50r 1 33 Amis 
50r 2 Amis 
51v 1 17 Amis 

2 18 Amis 
52r 1 Amis p\arlle 

21 dema 
22 

2 14 Amis 
52v 1 34 Am 

1 26 Amis 
53r 1 Amis 
54r 1 19 Amis 

1 5 Amis 
1 5 Amis 

55r 1 28 Am 
is 

56r 2 33 Amis 
56v 2 39 Amis 
57r 2 Amis 
57v 2 8 Amis 
58r 1 13 Amis 

14 p\arllede 
15 
16 te 
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2 
p\arlle 
quoi leu 
fut roi 
mier 

58v 2 14 Amis 

59r 1 12 
2 23 

59v 1 Amis 

60r 1 12 Amis 

60r 1 39 Amis 

2 18 Amis 

60r 2 34 Amis 

60v 1 18 Amis 

60v 2 20 douz 
Amant 

61r 1 Lama\nlt 

61r 2 12 Richece 

61v 2 Riche 
16 ce 

62r 2 6 douz 

7 aman\t/ 
621 2 etiamant 
62v 1 37 Ie douz amant 

1 1 lama\n!t 
63r 2 4 Amo\rsl 
63r 2 Amors 

1 
63v 2 7 
63v 2 

15 semblant 
1 \romlme\nlt 

16 ba 
17 rons au dieu dam\orls sarord 

65r 2 24 Delit et 
b\ofn cleF vont \Comfrre ho\n!te destoW 

2 ba 
37 ronn\esl au dieu darnors 

66v 1 41 Amis p\arlle a faussemblant 
2 6 

7 blant 
67v 2 6 Amon; et faussemblant 
681' 2 4 faus 

5 semblaWt 
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